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ABSTRACT 35	
 36	

Dissimilatory iron reduction (DIR) plays an essential role in biogeochemical Fe 37	
cycling in anoxic environments. At near-neutral pH, in both biotic and abiotic systems, 38	
aqueous Fe(II) (Fe(II)aq) interacts with reactive ferric (hydr)oxides via electron transfer 39	
and atom exchange that is catalyzed by large amounts of sorbed Fe(II). This may result in 40	
substantial Fe isotope exchange, which, at equilibrium, produces up to a ~4‰ 56Fe/54Fe 41	
fractionation between coexisting oxide/hydroxide and Fe(II)aq, depending on mineralogy. 42	
The role of biology in such systems has been interpreted to lie in the production of Fe(II) 43	
rather than a specific "vital" effect, such as enzymatic and kinetic processes. Under acidic 44	
abiotic conditions, however, the lack of sorbed Fe(II) generates little Fe isotope 45	
exchange, and, by extension, it has been expected that little exchange would occur during 46	
DIR at low pH if sorbed Fe(II) is the key component for catalyzing isotopic exchange. 47	

In this study, we explored the extent and mechanism of Fe isotope exchange 48	
between Fe(II)aq and ferric hydroxides (ferrihydrite and goethite), including 49	
determination of the 56Fe/54Fe fractionations during DIR by Acidianus strain DS80 at pH 50	
~3.0 and 80°C, over 19 days of incubation. Significant Fe(III) reduction occurred for both 51	
minerals along with large changes in Fe isotope compositions for Fe(II)aq, indicating Fe 52	
isotope exchange. Solid-phase extractions using HCl confirmed a lack of sorbed Fe(II), 53	
which suggests that a mechanism other than sorption is required to catalyze Fe isotope 54	
exchange during DIR at low pH. Reactive Fe(III) (Fe(III)reac) extracted from the mineral 55	
surface allowed for the calculation of the Fe pools that underwent isotopic exchange. A 56	
total of  ~20% of goethite and ~60% of ferrihydrite underwent isotopic exchange over 19 57	
days. For goethite from biotic experiments, we calculate a Fe(III)reac-Fe(II)aq fractionation 58	
factor of 1.57±0.52‰, which is larger than the abiotic equilibrium fractionation factor 59	
(~0.73‰ at 80°C). This result is consistent with previous work on DIR of goethite at 60	
neutral pH, where a fractionation factor larger than equilibrium was interpreted to reflect 61	
an isotopically distinct “distorted surface layer” of goethite produced during exchange 62	
with Fe(II)aq. In contrast to goethite, the difference between the Fe(III)reac-Fe(II)aq 63	
fractionation factor for ferrihydrite from our biotic reactors (2.91±0.40‰) and 64	
the abiotic equilibrium fractionation factor (~2.28‰ at 80°C, under silica-free conditions) 65	
is smaller.  66	

Ultimately, the contrast in the extent of Fe isotope exchange between biotic and 67	
abiotic experiments emphasizes the importance of biology in promoting Fe isotope 68	
exchange in acidic systems. We speculate that the unique role of biology at low pH in 69	
catalyzing Fe isotope exchange, not seen in equivalent abiotic systems, must lie in the 70	
transport of electrons to the ferric hydroxide surface that produces Fe(II) atoms in situ. 71	
This suggests that isotopic exchange occurs on an atom-by-atom basis as Fe(III) is 72	
reduced to Fe(II), followed by the release of Fe(II) into solution. This study demonstrates 73	
that significant variations in Fe isotope compositions may be uniquely produced in acidic 74	
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environments where microbial Fe cycling occurs via DIR, compared to minor isotopic 75	
variations observed previously in acidic abiotic systems.  76	

 77	

1. INTRODUCTION 78	
 79	

Dissimilatory iron reduction (DIR) is considered as one of the earliest forms of 80	
respiration (Vargas et al., 1998). Diverse groups of microorganisms (Bacteria and 81	
Archaea) perform DIR, generating energy by coupling reduction of Fe(III) (in both solid 82	
and dissolved forms) to the oxidation of organic matter or H2 (Vargas et al., 1998; Lloyd, 83	
2003; Lovley et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2006). Consequently, DIR is recognized as an 84	
important biogeochemical process responsible for Fe cycling in anoxic modern and 85	
ancient environments (Amenabar and Boyd, 2019). Stable Fe isotope fractionation during 86	
DIR involving various ferric (hydr)oxides at near-neutral pH and room temperature has 87	
been studied extensively in both experimental and natural systems (Beard et al., 1999; 88	
Beard et al., 2003; Icopini et al., 2004; Crosby et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2005; Crosby 89	
et al., 2007; Tangalos et al., 2010; Percak-Dennett et al., 2011). Substantial equilibrium 90	
Fe isotope fractionation (~2 to 4‰) occurs between ferric (hydr)oxides and dissolved 91	
Fe(II), dependent on mineralogy, where the 56Fe/54Fe ratios of soluble Fe(II) are always 92	
lower than the initial ferric (hydr)oxide substrates.  93	

The majority of research on DIR has focused on understanding the mechanism(s) 94	
of iron oxide reduction by mesophilic bacteria such as Geobacter spp. and Shewanella 95	
spp. under near-neutral pH (e.g., Lovley et al., 2004; Nealson and Scott, 2006; Shi et al. 96	
2007; Fredrickson et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2009). This approach has been mirrored in 97	
experimental studies of Fe isotope fractionation during DIR (e.g., Beard et al., 1999; 98	
Beard et al., 2003; Icopini et al., 2004; Crosby et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2005; Crosby 99	
et al., 2007; Percak-Dennett et al., 2011). Recently, a few studies have documented DIR 100	
in thermoacidophilic Archaea, including a variety of members of the genus Acidianus 101	
within the order Sulfolobales. For example, Acidianus strain DS80 was shown to couple 102	
H2 or S0 oxidation with reduction of soluble or solid phase Fe(III) (Amenabar et al., 103	
2017; Amenabar and Boyd, 2018). Solid phase Fe(III) that supported DIR in this taxon 104	
included ferrihydrite, goethite, and hematite. Intriguingly, growth and DIR activity with 105	
ferrihydrite was documented with and without direct contact between cells and the 106	
mineral surface (Amenabar and Boyd, 2018), although the rate of DIR differs between 107	
these two conditions. Microscopic evidence that Acidianus cells are not attached to 108	
ferrihydrite grains, even when provided with direct access to the mineral, suggests that 109	
cells likely reduce dissolved Fe(III) ions, which are leached out from ferrihydrite in 110	
acidic pH or by dissolution promoted by cells.  111	
 The primary mechanism for Fe isotope fractionation during DIR has been 112	
proposed to be coupled electron transfer and Fe atom exchange between dissolved Fe(II) 113	
and solid Fe(III) (Crosby et al., 2005, 2007). According to this model, at neutral pH, 114	
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sorption of significant amounts of aqueous Fe(II) onto Fe(III)-oxide surfaces catalyzes 115	
electron transfer, which in turn promotes Fe atom (isotopic) exchange, thereby producing 116	
significant 56Fe/54Fe fractionation between Fe(III)-oxide/hydroxides and aqueous Fe(II). 117	
The work by Reddy et al. (2015) at low pH (~2.5), however, indicates that the very 118	
limited sorption of Fe(II) onto Fe(III) hydroxides (goethite) under acidic conditions 119	
results in negligible Fe isotope exchange. In this contribution, we experimentally 120	
investigated the extent of stable Fe isotope exchange and fractionation during DIR of 121	
nanoparticulate ferric hydroxides by Acidianus strain DS80 at low pH. Although the 122	
abiotic experiments by Reddy et al. (2015) suggest that limited Fe isotope exchange 123	
might be expected at low pH, we find significant isotopic exchange and large 56Fe/54Fe 124	
fractionations between aqueous Fe(II) and two different Fe(III)-oxides (i.e., ferrihydrite 125	
and goethite) during growth of DS80 at pH ~3.0 and 80°C. These observations clearly 126	
show the contrast between abiotic and biotic systems at low pH as compared to near-127	
neutral pH, and the results are discussed in light of the potential utility of Fe isotopes as a 128	
biosignature of microbial activity in acidic terrestrial and extra-terrestrial environments. 129	

 130	

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  131	

 132	

2.1. Fe reduction experiments with thermoacidophiles and ferric (hydr)oxides 133	

Microbial Fe(III) reduction by Acidianus strain DS80 at low pH was 134	
experimentally investigated over 19 days using two different substrates, ferrihydrite and 135	
goethite. This particular strain was previously isolated by authors Amenabar and Boyd 136	
from an acidic hot spring (“Dragon Spring”, Yellowstone National Park (YNP) thermal 137	
inventory ID: NHSP042), located in the Norris Geyer Basin (44° 43' 55" N, 110° 42' 39" 138	
W) at YNP, Wyoming, USA (Amenabar et al., 2017). Following growth of the culture on 139	
H2 and S0 to log phase, cells were subjected to a low spin concentration (5000 g, 5 min., 140	
25°C) to separate cells from S0. The supernatant was then concentrated using a 0.22 µm 141	
filter, and filtered cells were washed with anoxic sterile growth medium (base salts 142	
mineral medium; see Table S.1; Supplementary Material) to remove dissolved sulfide. 143	
The filtered cells were then transferred to an evacuated serum bottle containing anoxic 144	
sterile growth medium without trace elements and vitamin solutions under a stream of N2 145	
gas. This cell suspension was then used as the inoculum for the DIR experiments. No 146	
detectable sulfide or iron was present in the inoculum. The stock minerals, ferrihydrite 147	
and goethite, were synthesized aseptically using sterilized reagents according to methods 148	
described previously (Lovley and Phillips, 1986) and were characterized for mineralogy 149	
and surface area using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Scanning Electron 150	
Microscopy (FE-SEM), and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area analyzer (see 151	
Supplementary Material). The specific surface area of stock ferrihydrite and goethite are 152	
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386.7 m²/g and 95.3 m²/g, respectively. XRD analyses confirmed that the two stock 153	
minerals were exclusively ferrihydrite and goethite.  154	

Forty reactors were prepared with acid-cleaned (10% nitric acid) 160 ml 155	
borosilicate glass serum bottles under anoxic conditions. Each reactor contained 58 ml of 156	
growth medium (pH 2.9) that had been subjected to autoclave sterilization. Following 157	
autoclave sterilization, filter sterilized (0.22 µm) Wolfe’s vitamins (1 ml l-1 final 158	
concentration (Atlas, 1997)), and filter sterilized (0.22 µm) SL-10 trace metals (1 ml l-1 159	
final concentration (Widdel et al., 1983)) that lacked added iron were each added to the 160	
reactors while they were still hot (~90°C), as described previously (Boyd et al., 2007). 161	
All reagents used to prepare Wolfe’s vitamins and SL-10 trace metals were of American 162	
Chemical Society grade or higher. Prior to addition of trace metals and vitamins, an equal 163	
volume of culture medium was removed to maintain the solution volume at 58 ml. 164	
Twenty reactors were provided with 0.0139 ± 0.0005 g of ferrihydrite and the rest of the 165	
reactors were provided with 0.0136 ± 0.0001 g of goethite. After addition of ferric 166	
hydroxides, the pH of the medium increased slightly (to ~3.03-3.09 for ferrihydrite and to 167	
~2.98-3.00 for goethite). Following nutrient amendments, serum bottles and their 168	
contents were deoxygenated by purging with O2-free, sterile N2. The serum bottles were 169	
then sealed with butyl rubber stoppers and heated to 80°C followed by replacement of the 170	
headspace with a H2-CO2 gas mixture (80%: 20%, vol./vol.). Thirty reactors containing 171	
each type of substrate (15 with goethite and 15 with ferrihydrite) were amended with 2 172	
ml of inoculum to initiate the experiment. The remaining reactors were used as abiotic 173	
controls for each substrate where, instead of adding the inoculum, 2 ml of sterile 174	
deoxygenated growth medium was added. Finally, all reactors, each containing 60 ml of 175	
solution, were incubated at 80°C and subsequently sampled at five time points (i.e., 2, 4, 176	
6, 10, and 19 days). At each time point, three biotic reactors and one abiotic reactor for 177	
each substrate were sacrificed. All growth experiments were conducted at Montana State 178	
University (MSU).  179	

 180	

2.2. Procedures for sampling, extraction, and Fe concentration analysis 181	

Reactors were sacrificed at designated sampling points to avoid mass-balance 182	
changes that would occur if a single large reactor was successively sampled. Therefore, 183	
each reactor must be considered a unique experiment, although we attempted to make 184	
each reactor identical to the extent possible. Although this approach is required to avoid 185	
mass-balance changes, it does mean that there may be some variability in microbial 186	
activity between reactors, which may produce different reduction and isotopic exchange 187	
kinetics. The solid and fluid components at the time of sampling were separated via a 188	
two-step centrifugation method. Briefly, the contents of each reactor were centrifuged at 189	
5000 g for ~10 minutes at 4°C to separate the solid and aqueous phases. The aqueous 190	
phase was transferred to sterile acid-cleaned polypropylene vial and the solids were 191	
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subjected to a second centrifugation step at 14,000 g for ~1 minute at 4°C to separate any 192	
remnant fluids from the solids. The solids from each reactor were also rinsed with the 193	
anoxic sterile growth medium to remove any pore fluid that might contain dissolved Fe. 194	
The solids were transferred to sterile acid-cleaned polypropylene vials that were placed in 195	
N2-purged serum bottles; bottles and their contents were stored at 4°C prior to analysis. 196	
The aqueous phase obtained after the first and second centrifugation steps were collected, 197	
filtered (0.22 µm), and stored in sterile N2-purged and acid-washed (10% nitric acid) 160 198	
ml borosilicate glass serum bottles at 4°C. The pH and concentration of Fe(II) and total 199	
Fe in the aqueous phase (Ferrozine assay; Stookey, 1970), were determined following 200	
methods described by Amenabar et al. (2017). The serum bottles were sealed within an 201	
anaerobic chamber and these were shipped to the University of Wisconsin-Madison 202	
(UW) for further processing and Fe isotope analysis. 203	

 All samples were stored inside an anaerobic chamber at UW and concentrations 204	
of Fe(II) and total Fe in the solutions were re-analyzed to ensure that samples were not 205	
oxidized or contaminated during shipping and handling. Iron measurements performed at 206	
MSU and the UW were calibrated using the same set of Fe standards and the Fe 207	
concentration obtained at UW were very similar to the data collected at MSU within 208	
analytical uncertainty (± 10%, Table S.2; Supplementary material). The solids from two 209	
biotic reactors and one abiotic reactor from each time point were treated with ~2 ml of 210	
HCl solution (10 mM HCl for ferrihydrite and 1 M HCl for goethite) at 60°C for 1 hour 211	
to extract Fe(II) in the solid, as well as leachable Fe(III). Based on prior work, such 212	
leaches appear to target reactive Fe(III) that underwent Fe isotope exchange, and might 213	
be envisioned as the outer layers of Fe(III) hydroxides (e.g., Crosby et al., 2005, 2007). 214	
Because of the different solubility and reactivity of the Fe oxides used in this study, 215	
different molarities of HCl solutions were chosen so that the mass of extracted Fe from 216	
the minerals would be sufficient for Fe isotope analysis, but simultaneously be as small 217	
as possible to facilitate isolating reactive Fe(III) components from the bulk "unreacted" 218	
solids. Afterwards, the samples were centrifuged and the supernatants (i.e., HCl 219	
solutions) were separated from solid residues via pipetting, followed by passing through 220	
0.22 µm filters and complete dissolution of solid residues in 2 M HCl. The whole 221	
extraction and digestion procedure was conducted inside an anaerobic chamber to prevent 222	
oxidation of Fe(II) components. The post-experiment solids from the remaining reactors 223	
(i.e., one from each time point) were evaporated at room temperature using a desiccator 224	
inside an anaerobic chamber and examined using an XRD and an FE-SEM to confirm 225	
their mineralogy. 226	

The concentrations of Fe(II) and total Fe of solution, extracted Fe, and digested 227	
solid residues were analyzed using a spectrophotometer following the Ferrozine method 228	
(Stookey, 1970), which was slightly modified by adding ~50 µL of 0.1M NH4F to each 229	
sample prior to treatment with Ferrozine buffer to prevent any interference from Fe(III) 230	
ions on the Fe adsorption spectra (Krishnamurti and Huang, 1990). The concentration of 231	
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Fe(III) in samples was determined by the difference between the measured concentrations 232	
of total Fe and Fe(II). Uncertainties in concentration measurements were determined 233	
from the errors of measured absorbance and sample weight. The detection limit for 234	
analyzing Fe concentration using the Ferrozine method was ~1.8 µM. The total mass of 235	
Fe recovered from solution, HCl-extract, and residual solid from each reactor confirmed 236	
that mass balance was maintained for our experiments (~100±3%, Table S.3; 237	
Supplementary Material).    238	

 239	

2.3. Ion-exchange chromatography and Fe isotope analysis 240	

The three different components sampled from each reactor, i.e., (i) aqueous Fe, 241	
(ii) HCl-extracted Fe, and (iii) Fe from dissolved solid residue, were dried and treated 242	
with concentrated HNO3 and 30% H2O2 to remove organic matter. Afterwards, the ion-243	
chromatographic purification of Fe from these samples was conducted using anion-244	
exchange resin columns (Bio-Rad AG 1-X4 200–400 mesh) following the previous 245	
method (Beard et al., 2003). Concentrations of Fe in samples before and after anion-246	
exchange chromatography were determined using the Ferrozine method (Stookey, 1970) 247	
to ensure near-quantitative recovery of Fe (98 ± 5%). Following chemical purification, Fe 248	
isotopes (56Fe/54Fe and 57Fe/54Fe) of these samples were analyzed using a Nu Plasma II 249	
MC-ICP-MS. Purified Fe solutions were diluted to 600 ppb in 0.1% HNO3 and analyzed 250	
following the dry plasma method (Cetac Aridus II with ~50 µl/min Savillex desolvating 251	
nebulizer) using a 100 µm-wide defining slit. This technique allowed measurement of 252	
intensities of 54Fe, 56Fe, and 57Fe peaks that were free from polyatomic interferences (e.g., 253	
40Ar14N, 40Ar16O, and 40Ar16OH) (Weyer and Schwieters, 2003). We also simultaneously 254	
monitored the 53Cr signal, and we applied the 54Cr-correction on the measured 54Fe 255	
intensity when 53Cr signal was >5·10-5 volts (1011 Ω resistor). However, this Cr-256	
correction was only required for a very few samples (~3% of total samples analyzed) and 257	
the magnitude of correction was ≤0.1‰. A sample-standard bracketing technique was 258	
utilized to correct for instrumental mass bias on Fe isotope data during analytical 259	
sessions.  260	

Stable Fe isotope compositions are reported using standard delta (δ) notation in 261	
units of per mil (‰): 262	

 263	

𝛿!"𝐹𝑒 = (!"!"/!"!")!"#$%&

(!"!"/!"!")!"#!"#$"
− 1 ∙ 1 !     ----Eq.1 264	

 265	
The average 56Fe/54Fe ratio of igneous rocks is used as the reference standard. On this 266	
scale, the δ56Fe value of pure in-house standards, UW HPS Fe, IRMM-14, and UW J-M 267	
Fe were 0.49 ± 0.08‰, -0.08 ± 0.09‰, and 0.25 ± 0.07‰, respectively (2 standard 268	
deviation; n = 25) that are similar to published values (Table S.4, Supplementary 269	
Material). The precision and accuracy of the Fe isotope analyses were assessed using 270	
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multiple analyses of pure Fe standards (UW HPS Fe, IRMM-14, and UW J-M Fe), as 271	
well as test solutions prepared using matrices similar to the growth medium and HCl 272	
solutions used in the incubation experiments and extraction procedures, respectively. 273	
Each test solution contained Fe of known isotopic composition in the same mass 274	
proportions as present in the sample matrix (Table S.5; Supplementary Material). 275	
Collectively, these tests show that the analytical uncertainty (i.e., 2 times the standard 276	
deviation) of δ56Fe values is ±0.08‰. 277	

In addition, initial Fe(III) hydroxides were partially leached using HCl solutions 278	
(see section 2.2) and analyzed for Fe isotopes to evaluate isotopic homogeneity of the 279	
solids. The one-hour partial HCl extraction using 10 mM HCl dissolved ~0.15% Fe from 280	
ferrihydrite, and 1 M HCl dissolved ~1% Fe from goethite. The similarity of δ56Fe values 281	
between initial bulk solid, HCl-extracted Fe, and residue Fe for each mineral confirmed 282	
that the solid substrates used for the incubation experiments were isotopically 283	
homogeneous (Table S.6; Supplementary Material).    284	
 The mass-dependent Fe isotope fractionation factor between two coexisting 285	
phases (X and Y) is expressed using the standard notation: 286	
 287	
∆!"𝐹𝑒!!! =   𝛿!"𝐹𝑒! − 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒! ≈ 1 ! ∙ 𝑙𝑛𝛼!!!!"       ----Eq.2 288	

Here 𝛼!!!!"  is the ratio of 56Fe/54Fe between phases X and Y. 289	

 290	

3. RESULTS 291	

 292	

We first focus on temporal changes in the measured chemical and isotopic 293	
compositions of the solids, fluids, and leaches. These parameters describe changes in the 294	
reactive Fe pools, both in terms of pool sizes and Fe isotope fractionations, and this 295	
discussion is followed by a description of the calculations that are used to infer these 296	
quantities. Definitions of measured and derived parameters are listed in Table 1. 297	

 298	

3.1. Concentration and speciation of Fe in solutions and solids during Fe(III) 299	
reduction  300	

Cultures of Acidianus strain DS80, provided with H2 as the electron donor and 301	
ferrihydrite or goethite as the electron acceptor, showed a maximum of ~218 µM and 302	
~430 µM increase in total aqueous Fe (Feaq, tot) during 19 days of incubation, respectively 303	
(Figure 1A and B, Table 2). In contrast, the increase in Feaq, tot in abiotic reactors with 304	
both minerals was negligible (i.e., ~20 and ~21 µM for ferrihydrite and goethite, 305	
respectively) over the same duration. In biotic experiments, the Feaq, tot was primarily 306	
Fe(II) for both minerals except the last sampling point (day 19), where an increase in 307	
dissolved Fe(III) was detected (Figure 1C and D, Table 2). Cultures provided with 308	
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ferrihydrite showed that the Feaq, tot comprised a maximum of ~25% Fe(III), whereas 309	
cultures provided with goethite showed a maximum of ~35% of Feaq, tot as Fe(III). In 310	
comparison, no significant amounts of Fe(III) were detected in the Feaq, tot obtained from 311	
the abiotic reactors (Figure 1C and D, Table 2). The pH of the solutions from the biotic 312	
reactors increased slightly (~0.2 pH unit) over 19 days, regardless of the substrate, 313	
whereas the pH of solutions from abiotic reactors remained constant over time (Table 2). 314	

Partial leaching of residual substrates after incubation using HCl resulted in 315	
extraction of a small fraction of Fe (i.e., <0.25% Fe from ferrihydrite and <1.2% Fe from 316	
goethite) (Figure 2A and B). The HCl-extracted Fe (Feextracted) from the biotic reactors 317	
was primarily comprised of Fe(III) with a minor amount of Fe(II) (ferrihydrite: ~6-23%; 318	
goethite: ~3-15%) (Figure 2C and D, Table 3). The Feextracted from abiotic reactors 319	
containing ferrihydrite and goethite was also mostly Fe(III), with a small amount of 320	
Fe(II) (~4.7-10.7% and ~3.0%, respectively). The Fe in the residual solids (Feresidue) after 321	
HCl-extraction was almost entirely Fe(III) (Table 3).  322	

The extent of Fe reduction, expressed as “% Fe reduction”, is calculated from the 323	
measured total moles of Fe(II) present in each reactor (i.e., solution+solid) for a given 324	
time point relative to the initial moles of Fe(III) provided to that reactor. In biotic 325	
reactors, the initial % Fe reduction was ~1% (~day 2), which increased up to ~6% 326	
(ferrihydrite) and ~11% (goethite) over 19 days (Figure 3). In contrast, the temporal 327	
variability in % Fe reduction in abiotic reactors was very small (between ~0.5 to 0.8%) 328	
for both ferric hydroxide substrates.  329	
  330	

3.2. Fe isotope compositions of solutions and solids during reduction of ferric 331	
hydroxides 332	

The measured Fe isotope compositions of solutions, solids, and extracted Fe are 333	
summarized in Table 4 and Figure 4. In biotic experiments with ferrihydrite, following 334	
two days of incubation, the δ56Fe value of total aqueous Fe (δ56Feaq, tot) was ~ -2.60‰, 335	
which increased by ~0.5‰ over 19 days, approaching the δ56Fe value of the bulk solids 336	
(~0.05‰) (Figure 4A). The δ56Fe values of Fe(II)aq were calculated assuming isotopic 337	
equilibrium was maintained between coexisting Fe(II)aq and Fe(III)aq, as justified by the 338	
rapid isotope exchange kinetics between these species (Welch et al., 2003), using the 339	
following equation (Eq.3): 340	
 341	

𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!" = 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!",!"! - 
!!"(!!!)!"

!!"!"
∙ ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"!!"(!!)!"   ----Eq.3                      342	

 343	
Here, the fractionation factor between aqueous Fe(III) and Fe(II) (i.e., 344	
∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"!!" !! !") is assumed to be +2.87‰ at 22°C and 11 mM Cl- concentration, 345	
(Welch et al., 2003), which most closely matches our experimental conditions, where the 346	
aqueous Fe had equilibrated at room temperature after separation from the reactors and 347	
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had a Cl- concentration of ~15 mM. The terms 𝑀!"(!!!)!"  and 𝑀!"!" represent total moles 348	
of aqueous Fe(III) and aqueous total Fe, respectively. Calculated δ56Fe values for Fe(II)aq 349	
remained identical to the measured δ56Feaq, tot values, except the reactors sampled at day 350	
19, where Feaq, tot consisted of ~20% Fe(III). Despite slight variability (± 0.3‰), the δ56Fe 351	
values of total Fe in both HCl-extracts (i.e., δ56Feextracted) and solid residues (δ56Feresidue) 352	
from the ferrihydrite-bearing biotic experiments remained similar to the initial bulk solid 353	
δ56Fe (~0.05‰) (Figure 4A). Similarly, in biotic experiments with goethite, the δ56Feaq, tot 354	
value increased by ~0.9‰ over time (i.e., -1.09‰ at day 2 to -0.16‰ at day 19), 355	
approaching the initial bulk solid δ56Fe (~0.01‰). However, unlike ferrihydrite, in 356	
goethite-containing experiments the δ56Feextracted was higher (0.4 to 0.8‰) than the 357	
δ56Feresidue (0.03 ± 0.05‰), the latter of which was similar to the initial bulk solid δ56Fe 358	
value (Figure 4B). 359	

In contrast to the biotic experiments, the δ56Feaq, tot value in abiotic reactors with 360	
ferrihydrite remained mostly constant at -2.60‰ during the experimental period, except 361	
the 4th sampling time point (i.e., day 10), where the δ56Feaq, tot value was slightly higher   362	
(-2.12‰). The δ56Feextracted and the δ56Feresidue values from abiotic reactors remained close 363	
to the initial bulk solid δ56Fe (~0.05‰) (Figure 4C). In abiotic reactors with goethite, the 364	
δ56Feaq, tot value decreased slightly from -1.19‰ to -1.58‰ over 19 days. The δ56Feresidue 365	
value (0.03 ± 0.10‰) from these abiotic reactors was similar to the initial bulk goethite 366	
δ56Fe (~0.01‰). However, values of the δ56Feextracted were higher (~0.4 to 0.6‰) than the 367	
δ56Fe values of both Feresidue and initial bulk goethite (Figure 4D). 368	
 369	

3.3. Comparison between pre- and post-incubation solids  370	

 High-resolution FE-SEM images of the pre- and post-incubation solids (Figure 5) 371	
showed no obvious changes in morphology of mineral grains for either ferrihydrite or 372	
goethite over 19 days. However, subtle differences between stock ferrihydrite and post-373	
incubation ferrihydrite were observed (Figure 5A and C), where grains in post-incubation 374	
solids are more well-defined and smaller when compared to the pre-incubation 375	
ferrihydrite. Importantly, however, there is no evidence of significant new mineral 376	
formation and the solid phase remained entirely ferrihydrite following incubation. The 377	
XRD spectra collected from pre- and post-incubation ferrihydrite also looked very 378	
similar, suggesting that ferrihydrite remained mostly amorphous during the experiment 379	
(Figure S.1A, Supplementary Material). Slight differences observed between the XRD 380	
patterns from pre- and post-incubation ferrihydrite might reflect minor secondary 381	
remineralization to nanoparticulate lepidocrocite, although the extent of mineralogical 382	
transformation of ferrihydrite was not at all pervasive considering ~1 wt. % as the 383	
detection limit of the XRD technique. The XRD spectra collected from pre- and post-384	
incubation goethite also showed no detectable changes in mineralogy or crystallinity 385	
during DIR (Figure S.1B, Supplementary Material). In no case was there evidence of 386	
production of new crystalline Fe(II)-bearing minerals such as magnetite.387	
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 388	

3.4. Calculation of δ56Fe values of Fe(II) and Fe(III) end-members in extracted Fe 389	
and determination of the 56Fe/54Fe fractionation factors  390	

The HCl-extracted Fe from ferrihydrite and goethite represented a mixture of 391	
Fe(II) and Fe(III), where Fe(III) was the predominant species. Here we assume that the 392	
small amount of Fe(II) observed in HCl-extracted Fe was sorbed Fe(II). The justification 393	
for this assumption is discussed in detail in Section 4.2. The Fe(III) in the HCl extraction 394	
is interpreted to reflect acid dissolution of the Fe(III)-hydroxide substrate. It is possible 395	
that the Fe(III) in the HCl extraction is a mixture of Fe(III) dissolved from the surface 396	
reactive layer that underwent isotopic exchange and the underlying "unreacted" bulk 397	
substrate (i.e., substrate that did not undergo Fe isotope exchange). Importantly, the HCl-398	
extraction only removed ≤1% of the substrate Fe, and >20% of the Fe atoms in 399	
nanoparticulate ferrihydrite and goethite reside in the surface layer (Handler et al., 2009; 400	
Beard et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011; Hiemstra, 2013). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume 401	
that the Fe(III) in HCl-extractions mostly sampled the outer reactive Fe(III) layer of the 402	
mineral substrate (i.e., Fe(III)reac). Thus, the δ56Feextracted values (Table 4) reflect isotopic 403	
mixing between the Fe(II)sorbed and Fe(III)reac, and the δ56Fe(III)reac values (Table 5) can 404	
be calculated from the measured δ56Feextracted values using the following isotopic mass 405	
balance equation (Eq.4): 406	

 407	

𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$ =408	
!

!!!!"(!!)!"#$%&#!'
∙ 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"#$%&#!' −  𝑋!"(!!)!"#$%&#!' ∙ 𝛿

!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!"#$%&#!'               409	

                                     ----Eq.4 410	

Here, 𝑋!" !! !"#$%&#!' and 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!" !! !"#$%&#!!  represent the molar fraction and isotopic 411	
composition of the Fe(II) end-member in the HCl-extracted Fe, respectively, which can 412	
be assumed as the sorbed Fe(II) in this case. Given that sorption of Fe(II) on oxide 413	
surfaces at pH~3 is unfavorable (Reddy et al., 2015), we expected very small amounts of  414	
sorbed Fe(II) in this study and we did not attempt to measure 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!" !! !"#$%&  directly. 415	
Instead, we indirectly estimated the values of 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!"#$%&  from the 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!"  416	
values using the fractionation factors between Fe(II)aq and Fe(II)sorbed (i.e., 417	
∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!"#$%&!!"(!!)!") for the respective minerals. Previous experiments have 418	
determined the ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!"#$%&!!"(!!)!" fractionations at room temperature to be +0.8‰ 419	
and +1.24‰ for ferrihydrite and goethite, respectively (Beard et al., 2010; Wu et al., 420	
2011). Because our experiments were conducted at 80°C, we extrapolated the Fe(II)sorb-421	
Fe(II)aq fractionation factors to 80°C (ferrihydrite: +0.56‰; goethite: +0.87‰) using a 422	
∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!"#$%&!!"(!!)!" versus 106/T2 plot, assuming a zero fractionation at infinite 423	
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temperature. The isotopic mixing relation between the Fe(II) and Fe(III) end-members of 424	
the Feextracted and the linear extrapolations to calculate the values of 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$ are 425	
presented in Figure S.2 (Supplementary Material). The calculated values of 426	
𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$ range from ~0.15‰ to 0.51‰ for ferrihydrite and ~0.46‰ to ~0.86‰ for 427	
goethite (Table 5). The uncertainties on the 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$ values are estimated from 428	
analytical errors of the Fe(II) concentration and the measured 𝛿!"𝐹𝑒!"#$%&#!' .  429	

 The 56Fe/54Fe fractionation factor was calculated between the outer reactive 430	
Fe(III) layer (i.e., Fe(III)reac) of ferric hydroxides and the Fe(II)aq using the following 431	
equation: 432	

 433	

∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!" =  𝛿
!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$ −  𝛿

!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!)!"                                   ----Eq.5  434	

 435	
The ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!" fractionations determined from experiments with 436	
ferrihydrite ranged from 2.49‰ to  2.96‰ in abiotic reactors and from 2.53‰ to 3.23‰ 437	
in biotic reactors. Experiments with goethite showed a slightly different range of 438	
∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!"  values, which varied from 1.64‰ to 2.23‰ in abiotic reactors 439	
and 1.20‰ to 1.97‰ in biotic reactors (Figure 6, Table 5). The uncertainties of 440	
calculated fractionation factors were determined by propagating the 2 standard deviations 441	
of the calculated δ56Fe values of Fe(III)reac and Fe(II)aq. 442	
 443	

3.5. The relative proportion of reactive Fe(III) in the system: a key parameter for Fe 444	
isotope exchange 445	

Although both biotic and abiotic experiments show Fe isotope fractionation 446	
between Fe(II)aq and Fe(III)reac, it is important to note that this does not indicate the size 447	
of the Fe pools that underwent isotopic exchange. This latter parameter reflects the 448	
"vigor" to which microbial reduction may catalyze Fe atom exchange relative to abiotic 449	
conditions, and this cannot be estimated through simple inspection of the isotopic 450	
fractionations between biotic and abiotic experiments. The total reactive Fe in each 451	
reactor can be described by the combination of three components: Fe(II)aq, Fe(II) in the 452	
solid (≈ Fe(II)sorbed), and Fe(III)reac. The summation of Fe isotope compositions of 453	
individual components weighted by their relative mass fractions represents the isotopic 454	
composition of the reactive Fe, which is set to be equal to the Fe isotope composition of 455	
the initial ferric hydroxide substrate (defined as δ56Fesys) for isotopic mass balance. The 456	
total mass of Fe(III)reac can be defined by the sum of Fe(III) recovered in the Feextracted and 457	
the remaining reactive Fe(III) in the solid residue that were not sampled during the HCl-458	
extraction but that is required to satisfy the isotopic mass balance of the system. Given 459	
that the δ56Fesys is close to 0‰ (ferrihydrite: ~0.05‰, goethite: ~0.01‰), an estimation of 460	
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the total moles of Fe(III)reac (𝑀!"(!!!)!"#$) in the reactive Fe system is performed using the 461	
isotopic mass balance of the system (Eq.6), which is adapted from a previously described 462	
equation by Crosby et al. (2007): 463	

 464	

𝑀!"(!!!)!"#$ =  
!!!"!"!"(!!)!" ∙!!" !! !"! !

!"!"!"(!!)!"#$%& ∙!!"(!!)!"#$%&
!!"!"!"(!!)!"  ! ∆

!"!"!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!"
                 ---- Eq.6 465	

 466	

Here, 𝑀!" !! !" and 𝑀!"(!!)!"#$%& represent moles of Fe(II)aq and Fe(II)sorbed present in the 467	
system, respectively. The moles of Fe(II)sorbed is equivalent to the total moles of Fe(II) 468	
present in HCl-extracts and in solid residues. The fractionation factors, i.e., 469	
∆!!𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!", are derived from the measured data using Eq.5 (Table 5).  470	

 The mole fraction of total reactive Fe(III) relative to the total Fe in the system 471	
(𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$) is the key quantity that shows the size of the pool of Fe that underwent 472	
isotopic exchange, and is estimated using the calculated values of 𝑀!"(!!!)!"#$ and the 473	
measured moles of Fe(III) in the solution (i.e., 𝑀!" !!! !"): 474	

 475	

𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$ =  
!!"(!!!)!"#$!!!" !!! !"

!!"#$% !"!"!#$%
       ---- Eq.7 476	

 477	
A major observation in our study is that in biotic reactors, 𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$ in solids increased 478	
as a function of %Fe reduction (Figure 7). Over 19 days, the fraction of Fe(III)reac  in the 479	
solids appeared to be significantly higher during DIR involving ferrihydrite 480	
(𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$~0.52-0.62) compared to that involving goethite (𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$~0.18-0.19). In 481	
contrast, abiotic reactors showed only a small fraction of Fe(III)reac (𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$ ~0.09 and 482	
~0.02 for ferrihydrite and goethite, respectively) (Figure 7). This highlights a major 483	
difference in the size of the exchangeable Fe pools between biotic and abiotic systems, 484	
which is explored in detail in the discussion. 485	
 486	

4. DISCUSSION 487	

 488	

In the following sections, we first focus on the extent of Fe reduction observed in 489	
biotic and abiotic experiments conducted in low pH conditions, and then we compare the 490	
rate and extent of DIR of ferrihydrite and goethite observed in this study to those 491	
observed during previous experiments conducted at circumneutral pH. In this section, we 492	
also evaluate the influence of substrate mineralogy and solution chemistry (e.g., pH, 493	
dissolved PO4

3-) on DIR activity. In addition, we discuss the extent of Fe(II) 494	
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incorporation into solids via sorption in low pH biotic and abiotic conditions. Finally, we 495	
explore the role of two possible mechanisms for the observed Fe isotope fractionation 496	
between Fe(II)aq and substrate Fe(III) in the current abiotic and DIR experiments at low 497	
pH: (1) ligand-promoted reductive dissolution and (2) Fe isotope exchange between 498	
Fe(II)aq and remaining solid Fe(III) to assess the potential of Fe isotopes as a biosignature 499	
in acidic systems.       500	

 501	

4.1. Biotic and abiotic Fe reduction of ferric hydroxides at low pH 502	

The significant amounts of Fe reduction by Acidianus strain DS80 for both 503	
ferrihydrite (~6%) and goethite (~11%) at pH ~3 over 19 days in this study are consistent 504	
with previous work on strain DS80 with either H2 or S0 as the electron donor (Amenabar 505	
et al., 2017; Amenabar and Boyd, 2018). In addition, strain DS80 can respire Fe(III) with 506	
numerous organic compounds as an electron donor (Amenabar et al., 2018). Previous 507	
experiments also showed that strain DS80 can couple DIR to growth without direct 508	
access to ferric hydroxides in acidic medium (Amenabar and Boyd, 2018). This implies 509	
that these cells could also facilitate the dissolution of Fe(III) hydroxides, possibly by 510	
releasing an extracellular chelator to increase the bioavailability of soluble Fe(III) 511	
(Amenabar and Boyd, 2018; Amenabar and Boyd, 2019). However, evidence in support 512	
of the production of such chelators has yet to be obtained experimentally. The very low 513	
Fe reduction (<1%) in the abiotic experiments are consistent with PHREEQC 514	
calculations considering the solution chemistry and the solubility of ferrihydrite and 515	
goethite at pH~3 (Ball and Nordstrom, 1991; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2003). These 516	
calculations suggest that the growth medium remained undersaturated with respect to 517	
ferrihydrite and goethite. It is possible that abiotic reductive dissolution of Fe(III) 518	
hydroxides by H2 in the headspace of the reactor occurred, but to a limited extent due to 519	
its low solubility in aqueous medium at 80°C (Barrette and Sawyer, 1984; Choi, 2014). 520	
This reduction process, however, cannot explain results from biotic reactors, which 521	
showed a steady increase in %Fe(II)aq over time accompanied with a concurrent increase 522	
in cell numbers (from ~1.7·105 up to ~1.6·106 cell/ml), as documented previously 523	
(Amenabar et al., 2017; Amenabar and Boyd, 2018). These observations indicate that cell 524	
growth was supported by coupled reduction of Fe(III) and oxidation of H2 and DIR 525	
activity produced a larger quantity of Fe(II)aq compared to abiotic reactors.  526	

 Direct comparison of the extent of DIR between the current experiments at acidic 527	
pH and previous experiments at neutral pH is difficult, even for a particular substrate, due 528	
to different initial experimental conditions (cell density, solution chemistry, and 529	
duration). Hence, we compared the rate of Fe reduction normalized to 1.7·105 cell/ml as 530	
initial cell density, which is similar to our experimental condition (Table S.7; 531	
Supplementary Material). Previous experiments at neutral pH involving bacterial strains 532	
such as Shewanella alga, Shewanella putrefaciens, and Geobacter sulfurreducens, 533	
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observed lower rates of ~3·10-8 to ~9·10-8 %Fe reduction/min with low surface area 534	
goethite (SSA ≤55 m2/g) compared to the rate of ~4·10-7 %Fe reduction/min with high 535	
surface area goethite (SSA ~153 m2/g) (e.g., Roden and Zachara, 1996; Hansel et al., 536	
2004; Crosby et al., 2005, 2007). In comparison, for goethite (SSA ~95 m2/g) at acidic 537	
pH, we observed a faster rate of ~4·10-4 %Fe reduction/min by the archaeon Acidianus 538	
strain DS80. This observation suggests that the rate of DIR for goethite are not only 539	
function of available surface area and particle size as suggested previously (Roden and 540	
Zachara, 1996), but also could be influenced by the growth conditions such as solution 541	
pH and temperature. For instance, the higher solubility of goethite in acidic medium at 542	
80°C could produce more bioavailable Fe(III) than that in a solution with pH ~7 at 25°C, 543	
resulting in a higher rate of DIR by thermoacidophiles.  544	

For ferrihydrite, the comparison of Fe reduction rates observed here at acidic pH 545	
with previous DIR experiments conducted at neutral pH becomes more complex due to 546	
secondary mineral formation. At neutral pH, a wide range of Fe reduction rates of poorly 547	
crystalline ferrihydrite (~3·10-7 to 2·10-2 % Fe reduction/min per 1.7·105 cell/ml as initial 548	
cell density) was documented in prior DIR experiments (Roden and Zachara, 1996; 549	
Fredrickson et al., 2003; Hansel et al., 2004; Amstaetter et al., 2012; Shimizu et al., 2013; 550	
Adhikari et al., 2017), most of which also reported transformation of ferrihydrite to 551	
secondary minerals (e.g., goethite, magnetite, siderite, green rust) upon interaction with 552	
microbially produced Fe(II)aq. The rate of Fe reduction, 2·10-4 % Fe reduction/min per 553	
1.7·105 cell/ml density, observed in our cultures of DS80 at acidic pH, falls within this 554	
range, although no obvious mineralogical transformation was detected during19 days of 555	
incubation (Figure 5).  556	

The ferrihydrite nanoparticles used in our study had higher surface area (~386 557	
m2/g) compared to the goethite nanocrystals (~95 m2/g), which should lead to a higher % 558	
Fe reduction for ferrihydrite than goethite (Roden and Zachara, 1996). However, the 559	
extent of Fe(III) reduction in our cultures provided with nanocrystalline ferrihydrite 560	
(~6%) was less than those attained using nanocrystalline goethite (~11%) in acidic pH. 561	
This observation, however, contrasts with results from a previous experiments conducted 562	
with laboratory synthesized ferrihydrite and commercially available goethite particles, 563	
wherein it was hypothesized that a relationship exists between Fe(III) reduction rate, 564	
equilibrium solubility, and mineral crystallinity (Amenabar and Boyd, 2018). The surface 565	
area of the commercially available goethite was not determined in this previous study but 566	
it is possible (if not likely) that it is far lower than the synthetic nanoparticles used herein, 567	
potentially explaining the discrepancy.  568	

Nonetheless, previous growth experiments with Acidianus strain DS80 showed 569	
that cells did not grow in close association with mineral particles (Amenabar et al., 2017). 570	
In growth conditions where ferrihydrite was sequestered in dialysis membranes, to inhibit 571	
physical contact with cells, strain DS80 could also grow via DIR (Amenabar and Boyd, 572	
2018). These observations suggest that Acidianus cells reduce soluble Fe(III) produced 573	
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by dissolution of the solid substrates, rather than relying solely on directly reducing solid 574	
Fe(III) substrates. This observation rules out the possibility of a preference for specific 575	
substrate such as ferrihydrite or goethite during DIR by strain DS80.  576	

The subtle difference in % Fe reduction between the two minerals could possibly 577	
be attributed to the small variations in the reactor-specific conditions (e.g., initial mass of 578	
solid Fe(III) and initial cell density). Another possibility would be different available 579	
reactive sites on goethite and ferrihydrite surfaces that might influence solubility. 580	
Differences in the extent of aggregation between ferrihydrite and goethite at pH~3 may 581	
impact their effective solubility/availability and thus the extent of DIR under acidic 582	
conditions used to cultivate strain DS80. Ferrihydrite nanoparticles are observed to 583	
aggregate noticeably even at pH < 4 (Yuwono et al., 2012), and this may reduce the 584	
available reactive surface area, and thereby effectively decreasing its solubility. In 585	
contrast, goethite nanocrystals show less aggregation at acidic pH (Cwiertny et al., 2008), 586	
indicating that a higher effective surface area may be available for solubilization of 587	
goethite compared to ferrihydrite in our experiments. We speculate that less aggregation 588	
of goethite compared to ferrihydrite at low pH may have caused a greater extent of DIR 589	
of goethite compared to ferrihydrite.  590	

Dissolved anions such as PO4
3-, SO4

2-, Cl- that sorb onto ferric hydroxides, could 591	
also contribute to the suppressed reducibility of ferrihydrite compared to goethite (e.g., 592	
Geelhoed et al., 1997; Liu et al., 1999; Mallet et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2014; Gu et al., 593	
2016; Schulthess and Ndu, 2017; Essington and Stewart, 2018). However, in a complex 594	
medium, like ours, with multiple competing anions, the sorption affinity of PO4

3- onto a 595	
ferric hydroxide is stronger than other anions (Geelhoed et al., 1997; Mallet et al., 2013; 596	
Essington and Stewart, 2018). Hence, we focus on the effect of PO4

3- on these ferric 597	
hydroxides as our growth medium has ~2.4 mM PO4

3-. Sorption of PO4
3- on Fe(III) 598	

hydroxides is known to influence their accessibility to microbes (Zachara et al., 1998; 599	
Celi et al., 2000; Borch et al., 2007; Borch and Fendorf, 2008; Amstaetter et al., 2012). 600	
Ferrihydrite nanoparticulates can sorb more PO4

3- from solution than goethite and the 601	
extent of PO4

3- sorption onto ferrihydrite and goethite tends to increase at lower pH 602	
(Zachara et al., 1998; Celi et al., 2000). Surface coverage by PO4

3- decreases the 603	
availability of surface Fe(III) atoms of ferrihydrite to microbial reductive dissolution to a 604	
greater extent than in goethite (Zachara et al., 1998; Borch et al., 2007; Borch and 605	
Fendorf, 2008; Amstaetter et al., 2012). Although we have not monitored PO4

3- 606	
concentration in the solution over the experimental duration, it is likely that PO4

3- was 607	
sorbed onto ferric-hydroxide surfaces similar to previous experiments with comparable 608	
dissolved PO4

3- concentration (Zachara et al., 1998; Celi et al., 2000). Such processes 609	
could mask the actual reducibility of ferrihydrite and could result in a slightly lesser 610	
solubility and/or extent of reductive dissolution of ferrihydrite compared to goethite. 611	
Validating these hypotheses will require further experimentations dedicated to 612	
deconvoluting the specific influences of each of these variables.  613	
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 614	
4.2. Incorporation of Fe(II) into solid substrates during Fe reduction at low pH 615	

The proportion of solid-phase Fe(II) in the biotic reactors decreased exponentially 616	
with time from relatively high values (~6% in ferrihydrite and ~14% in goethite) at day 2 617	
to <1% at day 19 for both minerals (Figure S.3). In contrast, very little incorporation of 618	
Fe(II) into ferric hydroxides (2-3% in ferrihydrite and 3-5% in goethite) occurred in 619	
abiotic reactors with no obvious temporal trends (Figure S.3). Overall, the low extent of 620	
Fe(II) incorporation into solids at the end of the experiments is consistent with the limited 621	
extent of Fe(II) sorption on Fe-hydroxides (~3-11%; Figure S.4) as expected from 622	
previous abiotic experiments conducted at pH ~2.5 (Reddy et al., 2015).  623	

 Incorporation of solid-phase Fe(II) early in the biotic reactors might have 624	
occurred via transfer of electrons from solution to ferric (hydr)oxide surfaces followed by 625	
transportation to the interior of the solids via an “e- hopping” mechanism (Rosso et al., 626	
2003; Iordanova et al., 2005; Katz et al., 2012; Alexandrov and Rosso, 2014). Early 627	
precipitation of mixed-valence Fe minerals (e.g., green rust, magnetite) on ferric 628	
(hydr)oxide surfaces could also introduce Fe(II) into the solids. The estimated 629	
fractionation between Feextracted and Fe(II)aq (i.e.,  ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"!"#$%&#!'!!"(!!)!") ranges 630	
between ~ 2.3 to 3.0‰ (ferrihydrite) and ~ 1.2 to 1.9‰ (goethite) (Table 5). These values 631	
are quite different from the -0.25‰ equilibrium fractionation reported between green rust 632	
and Fe(II)aq at room temperature (Wiesli et al., 2004) suggesting that the Fe(II) in the 633	
HCl-extracted Fe in our experiments was not from the dissolution of mixed-valence green 634	
rust. The equilibrium 56Fe/54Fe fractionation between magnetite and Fe(II)aq at room 635	
temperature (~1.30 to 1.56‰; Johnson et al., 2005; Frierdich et al., 2014b), on the other 636	
hand, falls close to the estimated range of ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"!"#$%&#!'!!"(!!)!", particularly for 637	
goethite. The nature of early solid-phase Fe(II) incorporation during biological reduction 638	
is unclear, but the absence of any detectable secondary minerals including magnetite, as 639	
confirmed by XRD analysis and FE-SEM images of post-incubation solids eliminates 640	
magnetite or any other new Fe(II)-bearing minerals as the probable source of Fe(II) in 641	
HCl-extracted Fe. 642	

 643	

4.3. Mechanisms of Fe isotope fractionation during Fe reduction at low pH 644	

In this section we evaluate two mechanisms for producing the measured Fe 645	
isotope fractionations: 1) ligand-promoted isotopic effects and 2) equilibrium Fe isotope 646	
exchange between reactive Fe(III) and Fe(II) pools. Early experiments on Fe isotope 647	
fractionation have documented a role for organic ligands, and Wiederhold et al. (2006) 648	
documented 56Fe/54Fe fractionations for goethite of similar magnitude (~1.1‰) to what 649	
we measured, in the early stages of their experiments in both abiotic ligand-promoted (in 650	
the dark) and reductive dissolution (in the light) of goethite by oxalate at pH ~3. In their 651	
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study, oxalate facilitated the dissolution of goethite via production of a Fe(III)aq-oxalate 652	
complex, which in the presence of light was photochemically reduced to Fe(II)aq. 653	
Similarly, we observed an increase in δ56Feaq, tot values towards the bulk solid values (~ 654	
0‰) over time in our biotic reactors for both minerals. In the early stage of the 655	
experiments by Wiederhold et al. (2006), the strong isotopic fractionation between 656	
dissolved Fe and Fe(III) in the bulk solid was interpreted as a kinetic isotope effect, 657	
where preferential dissolution of lighter Fe isotopes during rapid oxalate-promoted 658	
dissolution produced surface sites enriched in heavier isotopes. With progressive 659	
dissolution, the solid surfaces enriched with heavier isotopes started to dissolve and the 660	
isotopic contrast between the solid and fluid Fe decreased over time. In the late stage of 661	
both oxalate-promoted goethite dissolution in the dark (>7 days) and reduction in the 662	
light (>3 hours) the δ56Feaq values became slightly positive and, over longer duration, 663	
these values remained unchanged. This observation was interpreted as an equilibrium 664	
isotope effect where dissolved Fe-ligand complexes became enriched in heavier isotopes 665	
relative to the bulk goethite.  666	

Given that Acidianus cells can reduce ferric (hydr)oxides in acidic medium, even 667	
without direct contact (Amenabar and Boyd, 2018), it is possible that cells produce an 668	
organic ligand(s), which may facilitate dissolution of Fe(III), allowing for it to serve as a 669	
substrate for DIR. Comparison between the temporal trends in 56Fe/54Fe fractionation 670	
between Fe(III) in bulk goethite and Feaq, tot in our biotic experiments (Table S.8; 671	
Supplementary Material) and the data reported in Wiederhold et al. (2006) suggests that, 672	
during ligand-promoted dissolution and reduction, the bulk goethite was not in isotopic 673	
equilibrium with the dissolved fraction (Figure 8A). Likewise, in our experiments, the 674	
56Fe/54Fe fractionation between Fe(III) in bulk ferrihydrite and Feaq, tot also decreased 675	
with time, although by a smaller magnitude (~2.8‰ to ~2.4‰) compared to that in 676	
goethite (~1.1‰ to ~0.17‰), which might be interpreted to record a kinetic effect as 677	
proposed by Wiederhold et al. (2006). However, unlike the observation by Wiederhold et 678	
al. (2006), during 19 days, the δ56Feaq, tot values never became higher than the initial bulk 679	
solid values in our study. Therefore, although the kinetic ligand-promoted reductive 680	
dissolution model proposed by Wiederhold et al. (2006) can explain the data from the 681	
early stage of our biotic experiments, their late stage equilibrium fractionation model 682	
between ligand-bound Fe(II) and solid Fe(III) does not explain our experimental data in 683	
the final stages; one possible explanation for this is that isotopic equilibrium was never 684	
attained in our experiments between bulk solid and Fe(II)aq. Instead a relatively smaller 685	
temporal variability in the ∆!"𝐹𝑒!!(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!" from biotic reactors (goethite: 686	
1.57±0.52‰ and ferrihydrite: 2.91±0.40‰) implies that the Fe(II)aq and surface-bound 687	
reactive Fe(III) may have achieved a near-equilibrium condition (Figure 8B).  688	

One approach for considering the isotopic effects of ligand-bound Fe(III) is to 689	
consider the β-values (expressed as 1000·ln(β)) for the 56Fe/54Fe previously calculated for 690	
ligand-bound Fe(III) using the Density Function Theory (Domagal-Goldman and 691	
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Kubicki, 2008). If ligand-promoted dissolution is the sole mechanism in our biotic 692	
experiments, and the main species involved in 56Fe/54Fe fractionation are solid surface-693	
bound Fe(III)-oxalate complexes and [Fe(II)(H2O)6)]2+ in solution, we obtain an 694	
equilibrium Δ56FeFe(III)-oxalate-[Fe(II)(H2O)6]2+ of 1.68‰ (In vacuo model) and 1.41‰ 695	
(Integrated Equation Formalism Polarized Continuum Model or IEFPCM) using β-values 696	
at 80°C (Domagal-Goldman and Kubicki, 2008; Table S.9). The calculated 697	
∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!!  values in our study show wider ranges (goethite: 1.20‰ to 698	
1.98‰ and ferrihydrite: 2.53‰ to 3.23‰; Table 5) than those predicted Fe isotope 699	
fractionation between Fe(III)-oxalate and Fe(II)aq. Note that this approach does not 700	
consider aqueous ligand-bound Fe(III), as Fe(III)aq contents in our experiments were very 701	
low, with the exception of the last time points (discussed below). Although the isotopic 702	
fractionation between solid-bound Fe(III)-oxalate and aqueous [Fe(II)(H2O)6)]2+ overlaps 703	
those in our goethite experiments, these predicted fractionation values plot far from the 704	
results for the ferrihydrite experiments (Figure 6), and it seems special pleading for a 705	
ligand effect only in the goethite experiments but not in the ferrihydrite experiments. 706	
Such observations weigh against explaining all of the Fe isotope variations by a ligand 707	
model, despite the fact that the addition of organic acids to goethite suspensions may 708	
increase the size of surface-bound labile Fe(III) pool that participates in Fe isotope 709	
exchange (Reichard et al., 2007).  710	

Rigorous testing of a ligand-promoted reductive dissolution model is difficult, as 711	
there is no direct evidence that Acidianus cells produce an organic ligand (e.g., oxalate) 712	
during DIR. Importantly, previous experiments with Acidianus showed that both cell 713	
growth and Fe(III) reduction activity were enhanced by ~2-fold when direct access to 714	
solid Fe(III)-hydroxide surfaces was permitted, in contrast to the condition where 715	
minerals were sequestered in dialysis membranes with molecular-weight cutoffs of 6-8 716	
kDa and 12-14 kDa to prevent direct access (Amenabar and Boyd, 2018). In fact, similar 717	
rates of cell growth and Fe(III) reduction were observed in experiments where Fe(III) 718	
hydroxides were contained in membranes with 6-8 kDa or 12-14 kDa, indicating that any 719	
organic compound promoting Fe dissolution/reduction must be, on average, <60 amino 720	
acids or smaller if protein or <6 kDa if non-protein. Additional difficulty arises in the 721	
very high levels of ligands used in the experiments by Wiederhold et al. (2006), which 722	
were conducted in the presence of ~1 mM oxalate; this is an order of magnitude higher 723	
than the usual concentration range of dissolved oxalate found in nature (few µM to 724	
several hundred µM; Jones, 1998; Jones et al., 2003; Adeleke et al., 2017). Therefore, 725	
despite the possibility that Acidianus cells produced organic acids, it is unlikely that the 726	
concentration of that organic acid would exceed a few hundred µM.    727	

Alternatively, we prefer to interpret the isotopic fractionations between Fe(II)aq 728	
and solid Fe(III) to reflect Fe isotope exchange during electron transfer, following the 729	
models of Crosby et al. (2005, 2007) that were developed from experiments at neutral 730	
pH. This model provides the best explanation for the contrast in Fe isotope fractionations 731	
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between the two substrates (goethite and ferrihydrite), which is difficult to reconcile with 732	
a ligand model. Although sorbed Fe(II) is expected to be low in our acidic conditions 733	
(Handler et al., 2014; Reddy et al., 2015), if isotopic exchange at mineral-fluid interface 734	
is rapid relative to the detachment rate of Fe(II) produced during reduction, isotopic 735	
exchange would still occur. The substantial increases in both Fe(II)aq concentration and 736	
δ56Feaq, tot values (by ~0.5‰ for ferrihydrite and ~0.9‰ for goethite) towards the δ56Fe 737	
value of initial solids during DIR is entirely consistent with such coupled electron 738	
transfer and isotope exchange mechanisms involving sizeable reactive Fe pools (i.e., 739	
Fe(II)aq and substrate). In contrast, small temporal changes in Fe(II)aq concentration and 740	
δ56Feaq, tot values in abiotic reactors for both minerals, imply that a limited extent of 741	
abiotic dissolution and reduction of Fe(III) hydroxide was accompanied by a small Fe 742	
isotope exchange involving small pools of reactive Fe. 743	

Several extracellular electron transfer mechanisms (e.g., c-type cytochromes, 744	
soluble electron shuttles, and electrically conductive pili or nanowires) have been 745	
reported for Fe-reducing microbes at neutral pH (Reguera et al., 2005; Lovley, 2012; 746	
Holmes et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2016). The presence of hair-like appendages resembling 747	
“nanowires” were observed extending from the surface of Acidianus strain DS80 cells 748	
when grown with solid ferric (hydr)oxides but not when cells were grown with other 749	
electron acceptors such as S0 (Amenabar et al., 2017). However, the conductive 750	
properties of these nanowires or their involvement in DIR have yet to be firmly 751	
established. Hence, we may only speculate that, in the absence of sorbed Fe(II) at low 752	
pH, the reductive dissolution and associated electron and isotope exchange at mineral-753	
fluid interface might have been facilitated by these extracellular appendages. 754	

Assuming the Fe isotope fractionations between Fe(III)reac and Fe(II)aq reflects 755	
equilibrium isotopic partitioning, the equilibrium goethite-Fe(II)aq fractionation at 80°C is 756	
expected to be ~0.73‰ (Beard et al., 2010), and yet our experiments show significantly 757	
higher ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!" values (abiotic: 1.98±0.49‰, biotic: 1.57±0.52‰; Figure 758	
6B). One explanation is that the surface Fe(III) atoms are bonded differently after 759	
undergoing electron and atom exchange, reflecting a distorted lattice, compared to the 760	
atoms in the underlying bulk mineral. Crosby et al. (2005, 2007) proposed this as an 761	
explanation for the relatively large Fe(III)reac-Fe(II)aq Fe isotope fractionations in their 762	
DIR experiments with micro-goethite at neutral pH, which if extrapolated to 80°C, were 763	
~1.87‰ that overlaps those measured in our study. Similarly, high fractionation values 764	
estimated between Fe(III) on the nano-goethite surface and Fe(II)aq (~1.47‰, 765	
extrapolated to 80°C) in abiotic experiments by Beard et al. (2010) agrees with our 766	
observation. In comparison, ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!" values in our ferrihydrite 767	
experiments (abiotic: 2.79±0.37‰ and biotic: 2.91±0.40‰; Figure 6A) are close to the 768	
equilibrium ferrihydrite-Fe(II)aq fractionation (~2.28‰, extrapolated to 80°C; Wu et al., 769	
2011) implying a less pronounced structural difference between Fe(III)reac and bulk 770	
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ferrihydrite compared to that observed for goethite. This could suggest that a ferrihydrite-771	
like distorted structure may broadly represent Fe(III)reac regardless of the initial substrate. 772	

With progressive DIR, significant increase in the proportion of the distorted 773	
Fe(III)reac (i.e., 𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$ ≤0.62 and 0.19 for ferrihydrite and goethite, respectively; Fig. 774	
7), might explain the rise in Fe(III)aq at the end of the biotic experiments. We speculate 775	
that the high Fe(III)aq content reflects an increase in the solubility of the substrates upon 776	
reaction with Fe(II)aq during microbial reduction. Previous Mössbauer studies have 777	
documented that upon interaction with dissolved Fe(II), surface Fe(III) sites become 778	
more distorted or defect-rich relative to the underlying unreacted Fe(III) (e.g., Williams 779	
and Scherer, 2004). This observation is also consistent with recent spectroscopic studies 780	
(e.g., Notini et al., 2018, 2019) and a study using atom probe tomography with 57Fe 781	
isotope as a tracer (Taylor et al., 2019) that demonstrated the important role of defects on 782	
goethite surface in facilitating electron transfer and isotope exchange between Fe(II)aq 783	
and surface Fe(III). If the distorted surface Fe(III) are more soluble than the underlying 784	
bulk mineral, it could potentially enhance the overall solubility of the minerals at pH ~3. 785	
Alternatively, the Fe(III)aq may be complexed by organic ligands that were not present in 786	
the early stage of DIR. If the growth rate and DIR activity declined at day 19 it is 787	
possible for the ligand-bound Fe(III) to be more detectable. However, we did not observe 788	
any decline in cell growth or DIR activity over 19 days in any experiments with 789	
Acidianus (e.g., Amenabar et al., 2017; Amenabar and Boyd, 2018; this study). 790	
Therefore, it is unlikely that the excess Fe(III)aq observed at day 19 are the result of 791	
ligand production.  792	

We summarize our model in Figure 9, which is a modification of the conceptual 793	
model developed for neutral-pH conditions by Crosby et al. (2005, 2007), and adapted to 794	
the low-pH conditions of the current work: 795	
 796	
Stage 1:  797	

• Abiotic (proton-promoted) and biotic (proton-promoted and/or ligand-controlled 798	
if produced by Acidianus) dissolution to produce Fe(III)aq on ferric hydroxide 799	
surfaces (reaction a, Figure 9). 800	

• Immediately after formation, reduction of Fe(III)aq ions to Fe(II)aq at the mineral-801	
fluid interface either directly by dissolved H2 (abiotic) or catalyzed by Acidianus 802	
strain DS80 cells (biotic) (reactions b and c, Figure 9). 803	

Stage 2: 804	

• At the mineral-fluid interface, newly formed Fe(II)aq ions instantaneously 805	
participate in electron transfer and isotope exchange with Fe(III)reac on the surface 806	
of ferric hydroxides leading to the ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!"  of ~1.6-2.9‰ (reaction 807	
d, Figure 9). 808	
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Stage 3: 809	

• At low pH, the sorption of Fe(II) on the mineral surface is unfavorable, leading to 810	
the release of virtually all Fe(II) into solution (reaction e, Figure 9).  811	

• Electron transfer and Fe isotope exchange at the mineral-fluid interface produces 812	
structurally distorted reactive Fe(III) on the mineral surface with δ56Fe values that 813	
are higher (goethite) or similar (ferrihydrite) to the initial substrate.   814	

• For biotic reactors, when the fraction of Fe(III)reac becomes considerably large 815	
(~20% for goethite and ~60% for ferrihydrite), Fe(III)aq is detected, reflecting the 816	
increased surface solubility (reaction f, Figure 9).  817	
Our model suggests that positive feedbacks may occur between microbial activity 818	

and enhanced substrate availability during DIR at acidic pH. Such geobiological 819	
feedbacks between microbial activity and their habitats are expected to increase the 820	
competitive advantage of DIR thermoacidophiles and are likely to positively influence 821	
the fitness of their progeny via “niche construction” (Odling-Smee et al., 1996; Colman 822	
et al., 2018). Although the biogeochemical impact of such a phenomenon in this strain is 823	
still unexplored in regards to Fe cycling, the role of such feedbacks on DS80 has been 824	
studied when grown under S0 reducing and disproportionating conditions (Amenabar and 825	
Boyd, 2018; 2019). Based on our results, we propose that direct or indirect modification 826	
of mineral substrates catalyzed by the DIR activity of Acidianus strain DS80 took place. 827	
If a similar process occurs in acidic hot springs, this phenomenon could lead to an 828	
advantage for cells competing for electron donors or carbon sources.  829	

 830	
4.4. Are Fe isotopes a biosignature for DIR at low pH? 831	

The extent of Fe isotope exchange between dissolved Fe(II) and Fe(III)-832	
hydroxides may serve as a measure for the reactivity of iron minerals and the magnitude 833	
of Fe cycling via abiotic and biotic processes under certain environmental conditions. In 834	
this section, we compare the relative proportion of the reactive Fe(III) pool, defined here 835	
as "%Fe(III)reac" (i.e., 𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$ expressed in %; Eq. 7), which is equivalent to the “%Fe 836	
exchanged” used in Fe isotope tracer studies (e.g., 55Fe, 57Fe, 59Fe), across various pH 837	
conditions to illustrate the significance of microbial activity in Fe cycling at acidic pH.  838	

The % Fe exchange between Fe(II)aq and goethite shows a distinct increase as a 839	
function of solution pH under abiotic conditions (Figure 10), consistent with a model 840	
where the extent of exchange depends on the quantity of sorbed Fe(II) (Frierdich et al., 841	
2014a; Handler et al., 2014; Reddy et al., 2015). At pH >6, a wide variability in the 842	
extent of Fe isotope exchange (~20-90%, Figure 10) has been reported in abiotic 843	
experiments between goethite and Fe(II)aq (Handler et al., 2014; Frierdich et al., 2014a; 844	
Reddy et al., 2015; Joshi et al., 2017), where the range reflects varying experimental 845	
conditions, including surface area and Fe(II)aq contents. Two biotic (DIR) experiments 846	
with goethite at pH >6 are available, which show a maximum of ~5% Fe(III)reac (Crosby 847	
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et al., 2005, 2007). It is challenging to compare these values directly to the abiotic 848	
experiments at circumneutral pH, as the extent of DIR is a complex function of substrate 849	
composition, growth medium, and cell density. More importantly, during DIR small 850	
quantities Fe(II) is continuously produced in situ over time, which is entirely different 851	
from the approach used in the abiotic experiments, where a large quantity of Fe(II)aq is 852	
added at the start of an experiment. We would therefore broadly expect that for the same 853	
substrate and pH, the %Fe(III)reac for biotic DIR experiments will be less than those of 854	
"equivalent" abiotic experiments, recognizing that the Fe(II)aq-time relations are quite 855	
different. 856	

The low % Fe(III)reac (~2%) estimated from the abiotic experiments in this study 857	
using goethite at pH ~3 is in good agreement with previous abiotic experiments at low 858	
pH using an 57Fe tracer approach (Reddy et al., 2015). However, the % Fe(III)reac values 859	
calculated from our biotic experiments at pH ~3 are an order of magnitude greater 860	
(~20%) than that in abiotic experiments carried out at similar pH (Figure 10). This 861	
contrast is opposite to the expected outcomes, as noted above, where abiotic experiments 862	
should produce a greater extent of Fe isotope exchange than biotic experiments. This 863	
observation indicates a clear role of DIR at low-pH in catalyzing Fe isotope exchange 864	
that would otherwise be inhibited at low pH due to the lack of sorbed Fe(II). This role of 865	
biology is quite different than that proposed for Fe isotope exchange at circumneutral pH, 866	
where DIR only serves as a source of Fe(II)aq, rather than a direct "vital effect" that 867	
catalyzes Fe isotope exchange (Crosby et al., 2005, 2007; Wu et al., 2010). Importantly, 868	
this contrast in biotic and abiotic systems holds regardless of the mechanism of isotopic 869	
exchange (ligand-controlled versus electron transfer/atom exchange). 870	

At circumneutral pH, pure ferrihydrite is susceptible to rapid transformation to 871	
more stable phases, making experiments aimed at characterizing Fe(III)reac difficult 872	
(Hansel et al., 2003; Jang et al., 2003; Hansel et al., 2005; Johnson et al. 2005; Pedersen 873	
et al., 2005; Boland et al., 2014). Therefore, the results from only a few abiotic 874	
experiments with ferrihydrite at pH >6 that showed minimal mineralogical changes 875	
(Jones et al., 2009) are comparable to our simple Fe(II)aq-ferrihydrite experiments. These 876	
previous studies reported a wide range of Fe isotope exchange varying from ~44% 877	
(freeze-dried ferrihydrite) to 65-100% (undried ferrihydrite with 25-150 ppm dissolved 878	
organic matter). The extent of Fe exchange in experiments involving poorly-crystalline 879	
ferrihydrite at pH <6, however, is not well documented because of the high solubility of 880	
ferrihydrite in acidic solutions (e.g., Fox, 1988). Our abiotic experiments at pH ~3 881	
document a very limited extent of Fe isotope exchange (% Fe(III)reac ≤9%) in ferrihydrite, 882	
in contrast to a significantly high extent of Fe isotope exchange (≤60%) observed in our 883	
DIR experiments. As with the results using goethite, these observations point towards a 884	
clear catalytic role of biology in promoting Fe isotope exchange under acidic conditions. 885	

Significant production of low-δ56Fe Fe(II)aq by DIR in acidic systems should be 886	
detectable in many acidic environments. Nanoparticulate ferric hydroxides, such as 887	
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goethite and ferrihydrite, as well as soluble Fe(III)aq, are abundant in a wide range of 888	
natural environments including extreme acidic and anoxic conditions (e.g., acidic 889	
hydrothermal springs, acid mine drainages, acidic riverine systems such as Rio Tinto 890	
River Basin; Jambor and Dutrizac, 1998; Langner et al., 2001; Hassellöv and von der 891	
Kammer, 2008; Amenabar and Boyd, 2018; 2019). Abiotic oxidation of Fe(II)aq in acidic 892	
conditions is an unlikely mechanism for producing low-δ56Fe Fe(II)aq because of strong 893	
kinetic inhibitions even under high-O2 conditions (Millero, 1985; Stumm and Morgan 894	
1996; Morgan and Lahav, 2007). Importantly, the significant extent of isotopic exchange 895	
catalyzed by DIR should produce high-δ56Fe ferric hydroxides. In addition, the lack of 896	
substantial Fe(II) sorption at low-pH indicates that the DIR-generated low-δ56Fe Fe(II) 897	
component will not reside in the solids, but instead should remain as Fe(II)aq. This 898	
contrasts with DIR at circumneutral pH, where the majority of Fe(II) resides in the solid 899	
phase, as demonstrated in experiments and natural systems (e.g., Canfield et al., 1993), 900	
which significantly affects Fe isotope mass balance (Percak-Dennett et al., 2013). The 901	
applicability of Fe isotopes to search for microbial activity in low-pH environments could 902	
also be extended to non-Earth systems, such as extraterrestrial acidic systems (e.g., 903	
Martian paleoenvironments) where ferric (hydr)oxides were possibly abundant 904	
(Fernández-Remolar et al., 2005; Bibring et al., 2006; Morris et al., 2006; Hurowitz and 905	
McLennan, 2007; Morris et al., 2008; Hurowitz et al., 2010; Dauphas et al., 2012; 906	
Peretazkho et al., 2018) to support mineral-based microbial metabolism (Boston et al., 907	
1992; Horneck, 2000; Cabrol et al., 2001; Nixon et al., 2013).  908	

 909	

5. CONCLUSIONS 910	

 911	
In acidic anoxic conditions, DIR of ferrihydrite and goethite by Acidianus strain 912	

DS80 produces substantial Fe isotope fractionation and exchange between DIR-produced 913	
Fe(II)aq and ferric hydroxides. Such an observation was unexpected based on prior work 914	
in abiotic systems that showed limited Fe isotope exchange at low pH because of the 915	
absence of significant sorbed Fe(II). Regardless of the Fe(III) mineral substrate provided, 916	
Fe(II)aq produced by DIR in the low-pH experiments always had low δ56Fe values, 917	
reflecting isotopic mass balance to the high δ56Fe values of the outermost reactive Fe(III) 918	
extracted from solids. Either ligand-promoted dissolution or coupled electron transfer and 919	
isotope exchange between the Fe(II)aq and Fe(III)reac during DIR could produce such Fe 920	
isotope fractionation at acidic pH. However, due to a lack of experimental data indicating 921	
whether Acidianus cells produce any organic ligands, it is more likely that coupled 922	
electron transfer and isotope exchange was primarily responsible for our observed Fe 923	
isotope fractionation, compared to ligand-controlled dissolution. This conclusion is 924	
supported by the substrate-dependent Fe isotope fractionations between Fe(III)reac and 925	
Fe(II)aq that would not be observed if the Fe(III) component was entirely ligand-bound 926	
Fe(III). 927	
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The extent of Fe(II) sorption in both abiotic and biotic reactors was insignificant 928	
at pH ~3. However, considering Fe isotope exchange between solid Fe(III) and Fe(II)aq, 929	
we find a temporal increase in the fraction of Fe(III)reac (𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$) during DIR of both 930	
ferrihydrite and goethite. In contrast, the 𝑋!"(!!!)!"#$ was negligible in abiotic reactors for 931	
both minerals. Because all experiments were performed at acidic pH, where the role of 932	
Fe(II) sorption is expected to be trivial, we can conclude that electron transfer and atom 933	
exchange is mainly catalyzed by DIR. The ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!" values for goethite in 934	
biotic reactors (1.57±0.52‰) is higher than the equilibrium goethite-Fe(II)aq fractionation 935	
factor (~0.73‰ at 80°C; Beard et al., 2010), suggesting that the surface reactive layer 936	
produced during Fe isotope exchange between Fe(II)aq and goethite in biotic reactors had 937	
a different structure. This reactive Fe(III) layer may be defect-rich, more soluble, and 938	
more distorted compared to the starting goethite, similar to that inferred to be produced 939	
by DIR of goethite under circumneutral pH (Crosby et al., 2005, 2007). In comparison, 940	
the ∆!"𝐹𝑒!"(!!!)!"#$!!"(!!)!" values for ferrihydrite in biotic reactors (2.91±0.40‰) were 941	
relatively closer to the equilibrium ferrihydrite-Fe(II)aq fractionation factor (~2.28‰ at 942	
80°C; Wu et al., 2011), implying some structural similarity between the bulk ferrihydrite 943	
and the reactive Fe(III) on ferrihydrite surface. In this sense, the altered reactive surface 944	
layer in the goethite may share similar characteristics with poorly crystalline ferrihydrite. 945	
The production of such a distorted and more soluble reactive surface layer on the mineral 946	
substrate during DIR also suggests a positive geobiological feedback process, where 947	
DIR-produced Fe(II)aq modifies the residual substrates via electron transfer and isotope 948	
exchange, which, in turn, increases the bioavailability of Fe(III) and thereby may enhance 949	
the fitness or selectivity of the modifying organism and their progeny.   950	

Regardless of the mechanisms involved in Fe isotope fractionation in this study 951	
(i.e., either ligand-promoted dissolution or DIR-induced electron/atom exchange), the 952	
outcomes of the current experiments clearly demonstrate that the biotic experiments 953	
produced a much larger pool of exchangeable Fe than the abiotic experiments. Based on 954	
these observations, we conclude that at low pH, thermoacidophiles (e.g., Acidianus spp.) 955	
are capable of promoting extensive Fe cycling via DIR coupled with Fe isotope exchange 956	
between ferric hydroxides and Fe(II)aq, which is, otherwise, very limited in low pH 957	
abiotic systems. Therefore, these results indicate the possibility of a significant isotopic 958	
fractionation among Fe components in acidic anoxic systems if thermoacidophilic DIR 959	
microbes are present and active. This highlights the potential application of Fe isotopes as 960	
biosignatures in ancient and modern anaerobic terrestrial and extraterrestrial acidic 961	
environments.  962	
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7. APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 973	

Additional methods, data tables, and figures are provided in the Supplementary Material. 974	
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Main Figure Captions 1318	
 1319	
Figure 1. Temporal trends of concentrations of aqueous total Fe, aqueous Fe(II) and 1320	
Fe(III) in biotic and abiotic dissimilatory iron reduction experiments with ferrihydrite 1321	
(panels A and C) or goethite (panels B and D). Red squares and blue diamonds represent 1322	
total Feaq in biotic and abiotic experiments, respectively. Open and solid symbols in the 1323	
panels (C) and (D) represent the percentages of Fe(II) and Fe(III) in aqueous Fe, 1324	
respectively. Error bars representing uncertainty (SD) <2% are not visible in the plot.  1325	
 1326	
Figure 2. Extractable Fe from solids from reactors that contained (A) ferrihydrite and (B) 1327	
goethite are plotted as a function of time. Fe was extracted using HCl solutions and is 1328	
presented as the % of total solid Fe used for extraction. Orange and green diamonds 1329	
represent biotic and abiotic experiments, respectively. Speciation of Fe(II) and Fe(III) in 1330	
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the extracted Fe from reactors containing (C) ferrihydrite and (D) goethite are plotted 1331	
against time. Open and solid symbols in the panels (C) and (D) represent the percentages 1332	
of Fe(II) and Fe(III) in extracted Fe, respectively.  1333	
 1334	
Figure 3. Percentages of total Fe reduction in biotic (black squares) and abiotic (gray 1335	
circles) reactors containing (A) ferrihydrite and (B) goethite are plotted as a function of 1336	
time. Percentage of Fe reduction is calculated using total moles of Fe(II) in each reactor 1337	
relative to the initial moles Fe added to each reactor.  1338	
 1339	
Figure 4. Temporal trends of Fe isotope compositions (δ56Fe) of aqueous total Fe and 1340	
Fe(II), HCl-extracted total Fe from the solids, and total Fe of the residual solids from 1341	
biotic (panels A and B) and abiotic (panels C and D) experiments using ferrihydrite and 1342	
goethite, respevtively. Aqueous Fe(II) (i.e., Fe(II)aq) is calculated using measured δ56Fe 1343	
values of aqueous total Fe (Eq.3). The solid black lines mark the initial δ56Fe composition 1344	
of the stock solids used in these experiments.  1345	
 1346	
Figure 5. High-resolution field emission scanning electron microscopic (FE-SEM) 1347	
images of pre- and post-incubation (day 19) solids showing no apparent change in the 1348	
morphology of mineral grains during microbial Fe reduction. Panel (A) and (C) represent 1349	
pre- and post-incubation ferrihydrite, respectively. Panel (B) and (D) represent pre- and 1350	
post-incubation goethite. The numbers in the white box at the top right corner in Panel 1351	
(A) and (B) indicate BET specific surface area (SSA) of the starting ferrihydrite and 1352	
goethite used for these experiments. The dates on each image represent the date when 1353	
SEM images were obtained. 1354	
 1355	
Figure 6. Stable Fe isotope fractionation factors between surface reactive Fe(III) (i.e., 1356	
Fe(III)reac) in solids and aqueous Fe(II) (Δ56FeFe(III)reac-Fe(II)aq) are plotted against % Fe 1357	
reduction from biotic (solid black squares) and abiotic (solid grey circles) experiments. 1358	
The solid green lines represent equilibrium ferrihydrite-Fe(II)aq (Δ56FeFerrihydrite-Fe(II)aq = 1359	
2.28‰ at 80°C; Wu et al., 2011)  and equilibrium goethite-Fe(II)aq (Δ56FeGoethite-Fe(II)aq = 1360	
0.73‰ at 80°C; Beard et al., 2010) fractionation factors in panel (A) and panel (B), 1361	
respectively. The dashed lines represent equilibrium fractionation factors between 1362	
Fe(III)-oxalate complex and aqueous [Fe(II)(H2O)6)]2+ at 80°C, calculated using In 1363	
vacuo (1.68‰; dark blue) and IEFPCM (1.41‰; light blue) models (Domagal-Goldman 1364	
and Kubicki et al., 2008). The solid purple and red lines in panel (B) represent 1365	
fractionation factors calculated between the reactive surface Fe(III) layer (Δ56FeFe(III)reac-1366	
Fe(II)aq) and the aqueous Fe(II) for micro-goethite (µ-Gt: 1.87‰ at 80°C; Crosby et al., 1367	
2007) and nano-goethite (η-Gt: 1.47‰ at 80°C; Beard et al., 2010), respectively. The 1368	
abbreviations Fh and Gt represent ferrihydrite and goethite, respectively. 1369	
 1370	
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Figure 7. Fractions of reactive Fe(III) (XFe(III)reac; Eq.7) relative to the total initial Fe in 1371	
the system are plotted as a function of % Fe reduction of (A) ferrihydrite and (B) goethite 1372	
in biotic and abiotic experiments. In panel (C) and (D) XFe(III)reac values are plotted 1373	
against time for experiments using ferrihydrite and goethite, respectively. 1374	
 1375	
Figure 8. (A) Comparison of stable Fe isotope fractionation factors between Fe in bulk 1376	
solids (ferrihydrite and goethite) and total dissolved Fe observed in biotic experiments in 1377	
this study (denoted in figure by “*”) and the abiotic dissolution (5 mM oxalate, dark) and 1378	
reduction (1 mM oxalate, light) experiments by Wiederhold et al. (2006) (denoted in 1379	
figure by “$”). The experiment durations (time, days) are plotted on the x-axis on a log 1380	
scale. (B) Stable Fe isotope fractionation factors between Fe(III)reac and Fe(II)aq obtained 1381	
from ferrihydrite and goethite-bearing biotic reactor in the current study (denoted in 1382	
figure by “*”) are plotted against time (log scale). 1383	
 1384	
Figure 9. Conceptual models for Fe isotope exchange and fractionation between Fe(II)aq 1385	
and ferric hydroxides during in situ (A) abiotic and (B) biotic dissimilatory Fe reduction 1386	
(DIR) at acidic pH. The mechanism of Fe isotope exchange is illustrated via three stages: 1387	
[1] Proton-promoted (abiotic) and/or ligand-controlled (biotic) reductive dissolution 1388	
produces Fe(II)aq near the mineral surface, [2] at the mineral-fluid interface, newly 1389	
formed Fe(II)aq ions immediately exchange electrons and Fe isotopes with reactive Fe(III) 1390	
(i.e., Fe(III)reac) on the mineral surface resulting in significant 56Fe/54Fe fractionation (Δ) 1391	
between Fe(III)reac and Fe(II)aq (Δ56FeFe(III)reac-Fe(II)aq (abiotic: 2-2.8‰; biotic: 1.6-1392	
2.9‰; see Table 5), and [3] release of Fe(II)aq and some Fe(III)aq (in biotic reactors) into 1393	
the solution due to acidic pH. The sole source of electrons is H2 in the headspace. 1394	
Microbially catalyzed DIR continuously produces Fe(II)aq which promoted extensive Fe 1395	
isotope exchange leading to the development of a larger fraction of more soluble and 1396	
distorted Fe(III)reac (i.e., 𝑋!"!"#$!! ≤0.6) on mineral surfaces compared to that in the abiotic 1397	
experiments (i.e., 𝑋!"!"#$!! ≤0.09). Black curved and reversible arrows represent fluxes of 1398	
Fe(II)aq produced during reductive Fe dissolution on the surface of minerals and Fe 1399	
isotope exchange, respectively. The thickness of arrows indicates the extent of Fe 1400	
reduction and Fe isotope exchange. The blue dashed arrow and solid yellow arrow 1401	
represent dissolution fluxes of Fe(II)aq and Fe(III)aq to the solution at step [3], 1402	
respectively.  1403	
 1404	
Figure 10. Compilation of the extent of Fe isotope exchange between Fe-oxide minerals 1405	
(ferrihydrite and goethite) and aqueous Fe(II), represented by %Fe exchanged (from 57Fe-1406	
enriched and 55Fe-tracer experiments) or %Fe(III)reac (from natural Fe isotope exchange 1407	
experiments) observed in abiotic and biotic systems over various pH conditions in this 1408	
study and in previous studies, as denoted by symbols following each reference (Crosby et 1409	
al., 2005 

¥, 2007 
¶; Jones et al., 2009&; Frierdich et al., 2014a#; Handler et al., 2014§; 1410	
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Reddy et al., 2015 
$; Joshi et al., 2017¢). Open and solid symbols represent biotic and 1411	

abiotic experiments, respectively. The experiments using freeze-dried samples are listed 1412	
as “dried”. Data compiled here are from the current and pre-existing experiments with no 1413	
or negligible secondary mineral transformation (see Table S.10 for detailed experimental 1414	
designs and references).   1415	
 1416	
 1417	

1418	
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Paper Tables 1417	
 1418	

Table 1. Definitions of parameters used to describe the experimental results 1419	

Parameters Definitions 
Total Feaq or Feaq, tot Aqueous total Fe 
Fe(II)aq Aqueous Fe(II) 
Fe(III)aq Aqueous Fe(III) 
Feextracted HCl-extracted total Fe from solids  
Feresidue Total Fe in the solid residue left after HCl-extraction 

%Fe reduction Percent Fe reduction relative to the initial total Fe in the solid substrate 

Fe(III)reac Fe(III) in the surface reactive layer of the solid substrate 

XFe(III)reac Fraction Fe(III)reac relative to the initial total Fe in the solid substrate 

XFe(II)extracted Fraction of Fe(II) in the HCl-extracted Fe 
MFe(III)reac total moles of Fe(III)reac 
δ56Fesys Fe isotope composition of the entire system 
δ56Feaq, tot Fe isotope composition of total aqueous Fe 

δ56Feextracted Fe isotope composition of total extracted Fe from solid substrate 

δ56Feresidue Fe isotope composition of total Fe in solid residue 
δ!"Fe!"(!!)!"  Fe isotope composition of Fe(II)aq 
δ!"Fe!"(!!!)!"#$  Fe isotope composition of Fe(III)reac 
δ!"Fe!"(!!)!"#$%&#!'  Fe isotope composition of Fe(II) end-member of the Feextracted 
δ!"Fe!"(!!)!"#$%&  Fe isotope composition of sorbed Fe(II)  

 1420	

	1421	
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Table 2. Concentration and speciation of Fe in solution from biotic and abiotic experiments with ferrihydrite and goethite 1422	

Sample ID Times 
(Days) 

Solution 
pH 

Total Fe a 
(µM) 

SD a 
(µM) 

Fe(II) a 
(µM) 

SDa 
(µM) 

Fe(III) 
(µM) 

SD a  
(µM) 

Fe(II) 
% 

Error 
% 

Fe(III) 
% 

Error 
% 

Biotic experiments with ferrihydrite 
Fh-bio-1 2 3.15 22.58 0.03 21.90 0.93 B.D -- 97.00 4.12 -- -- 
Fh-bio-1’ 2 3.15 25.36 0.35 25.00 0.86 B.D -- 98.58 3.65 -- -- 
Fh-bio-1” 2 3.15 18.89 1.14 18.80 1.27 B.D -- 99.53 9.00 -- -- 
Fh-bio-2 4 3.15 31.85 0.54 31.85 0.54 B.D -- 100.00 2.38 -- -- 
Fh-bio-2’ 4 3.15 32.46 0.83 32.46 0.83 B.D -- 100.00 3.62 -- -- 
Fh-bio-2” 4 3.15 37.43 1.52 37.43 1.52 B.D -- 100.00 5.74 -- -- 
Fh-bio-3 6 3.16 77.87 0.03 77.50 0.55 B.D -- 99.53 0.71 -- -- 
Fh-bio-3’ 6 3.20 61.11 1.19 60.88 1.52 B.D -- 99.62 3.16 -- -- 
Fh-bio-3” 6 3.20 65.15 1.57 65.00 1.78 B.D -- 99.77 3.64 -- -- 
Fh-bio-4 10 3.22 91.94 2.17 91.59 2.66 B.D -- 99.62 3.73 -- -- 
Fh-bio-4’ 10 3.22 94.04 0.55 94.04 0.55 B.D -- 100.00 0.82 -- -- 
Fh-bio-4” 10 3.25 84.61 1.64 84.61 1.64 B.D -- 100.00 2.75 -- -- 
Fh-bio-5 19 3.28 213.54 0.13 174.66 3.38 38.80 3.26 81.82 1.59 18.21 1.53 
Fh-bio-5’ 19 3.34 208.43 7.10 164.48 6.70 43.95 0.39 78.91 4.19 21.09 0.74 
Fh-bio-5” 19 3.32 218.38 0.14 162.77 1.27 55.61 1.13 74.54 0.58 25.46 0.52 

     Abiotic experiments with ferrihydrite 
Fh-abio-1 2 3.14 12.71 0.76 12.71 0.76 B.D -- 100.00 8.45 -- -- 
Fh-abio-2 4 3.13 14.67 0.90 14.67 0.90 B.D -- 100.00 8.66 -- -- 
Fh-abio-3 6 3.16 12.26 0.64 12.26 0.64 B.D -- 100.00 7.43 -- -- 
Fh-abio-4 10 3.16 16.58 1.41 16.05 0.67 B.D -- 96.82 9.19 -- -- 
Fh-abio-5 19 3.16 19.54 1.30 19.54 1.30 B.D -- 100.00 9.40 -- -- 

     Biotic experiments with goethite 
Gt -bio-1 2 3.00 17.99 0.38 19.38 1.58 B.D -- 107.73 9.09 -- -- 
Gt -bio-1’ 2 3.00 14.88 0.27 15.21 0.75 B.D -- 102.25 5.35 -- -- 
Gt-bio-1” 2 2.99 19.16 1.77 20.32 0.14 B.D -- 106.02 9.82 -- -- 
Gt -bio-2 4 2.99 28.92 0.13 28.19 0.91 B.D -- 97.76 3.16 -- -- 
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Sample ID Times 
(Days) 

Solution 
pH 

Total Fe a 
(µM) 

SD a 
(µM) 

Fe(II) a 
(µM) 

SDa 
(µM) 

Fe(III) 
(µM) 

SD a  
(µM) 

Fe(II) 
% 

Error 
% 

Fe(III) 
% 

Error 
% 

Gt -bio-2’ 4 2.98 37.05 0.03 37.03 0.06 B.D -- 99.94 0.17 -- -- 
Gt -bio-2” 4 2.98 35.01 1.65 35.00 1.65 B.D -- 99.99 6.66 -- -- 
Gt -bio-3 6 2.99 66.34 0.38 66.36 0.36 B.D -- 100.02 0.79 -- -- 
Gt -bio-3’ 6 2.98 53.59 1.85 52.90 0.86 B.D -- 98.70 3.76 -- -- 
Gt -bio-3” 6 3.00 64.11 4.05 64.96 2.84 B.D -- 101.33 7.79 -- -- 
Gt -bio-4 10 3.04 141.67 5.02 124.91 4.16 16.76 0.86 88.17 4.29 11.83 0.74 
Gt -bio-4’ 10 3.05 138.99 2.32 131.01 1.68 7.98 0.64 94.26 1.98 5.74 0.47 
Gt -bio-4” 10 3.04 126.17 4.41 120.62 3.65 5.55 0.76 95.60 4.42 4.40 0.62 
Gt -bio-5 19 3.18 362.55 15.53 237.37 16.31 125.18 0.78 65.47 5.30 34.53 1.49 
Gt-bio-5’ 19 3.20 429.95 4.30 281.22 2.66 148.72 1.64 65.41 0.90 34.59 0.51 
Gt-bio-5” 19 3.21 426.37 0.77 286.95 0.37 139.42 0.40 67.30 0.15 32.70 0.11 

     Abiotic experiments with goethite 
Gt-abio-1 2 2.99 17.55 1.27 17.66 1.10 B.D -- 100.66 9.60 B.D -- 
Gt -abio-2 4 2.98 21.50 1.25 21.31 1.52 0.19 0.27 99.11 9.11 0.89 1.26 
Gt -abio-3 6 3.00 13.79 0.51 13.80 0.52 B.D -- 100.06 5.26 B.D -- 
Gt -abio-4 10 2.99 15.94 1.01 15.89 1.08 B.D -- 99.71 9.27 B.D -- 
Gt -abio-5 19 2.99 16.65 0.51 16.86 0.22 B.D -- 101.24 3.34 B.D -- 

a Fe concentration is measured for 60 ml of solution. The Fe concentration and respective uncertainty represent the calculated average 1423	
of Fe concentrations measured at MSU and UW and the standard deviation. Detection limit for Fe concentration analysis by Ferrozine 1424	
method is ~1.8 µM. B.D = below detection limit. The abbreviations “Fh”, “Gt”, “bio”, and “abio” refer to ferrihydrite, goethite, biotic, 1425	
and abiotic experiments, respectively.   1426	
	1427	
	1428	
 1429	
	1430	
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Table 3. Concentration and speciation of HCl-extracted Fe and solid residues from biotic and abiotic experiments with ferrihydrite 1431	
and goethite 1432	

  HCl extracted Fe Solid residue 
Sample ID 

Times 
(Days) 

% Fe 
extracted 

from 
solids 

Error
% 

Total 
Fe a 
(µM) 

 

SD 
(µM) 

Fe(II) a 
(µM) 

SD 
(µM) 

Fe(III) a 
(uM) 

SD 
(µM) 

Fe(II) 
% 

Error  
% 

Fe(III) 
% 

 

Error 
% 

Fe(III) 
% 

Error 
% 

 Biotic experiments with ferrihydrite 
Fh-bio-1 2 0.21 0.01 169.37 1.21 11.01 1.83 158.37 2.20 6.50 1.08 93.50 1.46 99.99 3.37 
Fh-bio-1’ 2 0.16 0.01 136.76 2.10 31.19 3.67 105.57 4.23 22.80 2.71 77.20 3.31 99.98 4.68 
Fh-bio-1” 2               
Fh-bio-2 4 0.15 0.01 123.72 2.10 22.01 1.83 101.70 2.79 17.79 1.51 82.21 2.65 99.98 2.98 
Fh-bio-2’ 4 0.07 0.01 55.97 3.21 4.92 1.83 51.04 3.70 8.80 3.32 91.20 8.44 99.99 3.33 
Fh-bio-2” 4               
Fh-bio-3 6 0.04 0.01 34.61 2.24 3.67 1.34 30.94 2.61 10.60 3.94 89.40 9.50 99.99 4.95 
Fh-bio-3’ 6 0.09 0.01 71.43 3.21 7.34 1.06 64.09 3.38 10.27 1.55 89.73 6.22 99.98 3.23 
Fh-bio-3” 6               
Fh-bio-4 10 0.07 0.01 51.62 1.16 6.67 3.67 44.95 3.85 12.92 7.11 87.08 7.71 99.97 3.37 
Fh-bio-4’ 10 0.07 0.03 55.23 2.10 6.73 2.80 48.50 3.50 12.18 5.09 87.82 7.17 99.98 3.45 
Fh-bio-4” 10               
Fh-bio-5 19               
Fh-bio-5’ 19 0.11 0.01 86.16 2.10 8.56 3.67 77.60 4.23 9.94 4.27 90.06 5.38 99.97 6.93 
Fh-bio-5” 19 0.11 0.01 86.16 4.21 7.95 1.83 78.21 4.59 9.23 2.18 90.77 6.93 99.97 10.50 

 Abiotic experiments with ferrihydrite 
Fh-abio-1 2 0.11 0.01 92.05 3.21 7.34 3.18 84.71 4.52 7.97 3.46 92.03 5.87 99.99 3.22 
Fh-abio-2 4 0.09 0.01 77.32 1.21 3.67 1.06 73.65 1.61 4.75 1.37 95.25 2.57 99.99 6.36 
Fh-abio-3 6 0.04 0.01 33.87 2.24 2.29 1.07 31.58 2.48 6.77 3.20 93.23 9.57 99.99 3.21 
Fh-abio-4 10 0.11 0.01 90.58 2.10 5.50 3.67 85.07 4.23 6.08 4.05 93.92 5.15 99.99 9.05 
Fh-abio-5 19 0.09 0.01 68.49 2.10 7.34 1.83 61.15 2.79 10.71 2.70 89.29 4.91 100.00 2.99 

 Biotic experiments with goethite   
Gt -bio-1 2 0.67 0.02 511.35 1.25 76.17 1.83 435.18 2.20 14.90 0.36 85.10 0.48 99.99 3.22 
Gt -bio-1’ 2 0.67 0.01 500.06 1.25 73.38 1.83 426.68 2.20 14.67 0.37 85.33 0.49 99.99 3.06 
Gt-bio-1” 2               
Gt -bio-2 4 0.49 0.01 367.78 2.06 14.68 1.83 353.11 2.79 3.99 0.50 96.01 0.93 99.99 3.40 
Gt -bio-2’ 4 0.56 0.01 417.79 1.25 47.70 1.83 370.09 2.20 11.42 0.44 88.58 0.59 99.98 2.97 
Gt -bio-2” 4               
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  HCl extracted Fe Solid residue 
Sample ID 

Times 
(Days) 

% Fe 
extracted 

from 
solids 

Error
% 

Total 
Fe a 
(µM) 

 

SD 
(µM) 

Fe(II) a 
(µM) 

SD 
(µM) 

Fe(III) a 
(uM) 

SD 
(µM) 

Fe(II) 
% 

Error  
% 

Fe(III) 
% 

 

Error 
% 

Fe(III) 
% 

Error 
% 

Gt -bio-3 6 0.61 0.01 443.60 1.25 31.80 4.62 411.80 4.77 7.17 1.04 92.83 1.11 99.98 2.75 
Gt -bio-3’ 6 0.46 0.01 351.65 1.25 19.57 2.80 332.09 3.05 5.56 0.80 94.44 0.93 99.98 2.68 
Gt -bio-3” 6               
Gt -bio-4 10 0.71 0.02 525.87 1.25 19.57 2.80 506.30 3.05 3.72 0.53 96.28 0.62 99.98 3.34 
Gt -bio-4’ 10 0.68 0.02 504.90 6.45 25.68 1.83 479.21 6.68 5.09 0.37 94.91 1.79 99.97 2.93 
Gt -bio-4” 10               
Gt -bio-5 19 0.89 0.01 601.68 1.25 18.35 1.93 583.34 2.28 3.05 0.32 96.95 0.43 99.98 2.28 
Gt-bio-5’ 19 1.0 0.02 679.11 2.42 31.80 1.06 647.31 2.65 4.68 0.16 95.32 0.52 99.98 2.83 
Gt-bio-5” 19               

 Abiotic experiments with goethite   
Gt-abio-1 2 0.59 0.01 472.64 2.42 13.76 1.83 458.88 3.04 2.91 0.39 97.09 0.81 100.00 3.14 
Gt -abio-2 4 0.53 0.01 427.47 1.25 14.68 1.83 412.79 2.20 3.43 0.43 96.57 0.59 100.00 3.20 
Gt -abio-3 6 0.58 0.01 467.80 3.22 14.68 1.83 453.12 3.70 3.14 0.39 96.86 1.04 100.00 3.22 
Gt -abio-4 10 1.11 0.03 887.90 2.06 18.35 2.80 869.56 3.50 2.07 0.32 97.93 0.46 99.99 3.31 
Gt -abio-5 19 0.43 0.01 343.59 2.06 11.01 1.06 332.58 2.36 3.20 0.31 96.80 0.90 99.99 3.09 

a Fe concentration is measured for 2 ml of HCl-extracts. Detection limit for Fe concentration analysis by Ferrozine method is ~1.8 1433	
µM. B.D = below detection limit. The abbreviations “Fh”, “Gt”, “bio”, and “abio” refer to ferrihydrite, goethite, biotic, and abiotic 1434	
experiments, respectively.   1435	
 1436	

Table 4. Measured Fe isotopic (δ56Fe) compositions of total Fe in solution, HCl-extracts, and solid residues from biotic and abiotic 1437	
experiments with ferrihydrite and goethite  1438	

Sample ID Times (Days) Aqueous total Fe Extracted total Fe Residue total Fe in solids 
 

 
δ56Feaq, tot  

‰ 
δ56Feextracted  

‰ 
δ56Feresidue  

‰ 
 Biotic experiments with ferrihydrite 

Fh-bio-1 2 -2.64 (0.21) -0.01 (0.09) 0.12 
Fh-bio-1’ 2 -2.59 (0.10) -0.24 (0.09) 0.04 
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Sample ID Times (Days) Aqueous total Fe Extracted total Fe Residue total Fe in solids 
 

 
δ56Feaq, tot  

‰ 
δ56Feextracted  

‰ 
δ56Feresidue  

‰ 
Fh-bio-1” 2 -2.69 (0.07)   
Fh-bio-2 4 -2.46 (0.25) 0.04 (0.19) -0.10 
Fh-bio-2’ 4 -2.54 (0.13) 0.22 (0.07) 0.07 
Fh-bio-2” 4 -2.49 (0.04)   
Fh-bio-3 6 -2.36 (0.03) 0.11 (0.05) -0.13  
Fh-bio-3’ 6 -2.55 (0.10) 0.25 (0.04) 0.02 
Fh-bio-3” 6 -2.52 (0.01)   
Fh-bio-4 10 -2.37 (0.10) -0.10  0.07 
Fh-bio-4’ 10 -2.30 (0.07)  0.22  
Fh-bio-4” 10 -2.38 (0.04)   
Fh-bio-5 19 -2.64 (0.06)   
Fh-bio-5’ 19 -2.08 (0.06) 0.03 (0.06) 0.41  
Fh-bio-5” 19 -2.11 (0.07) 0.14  0.26 

 Abiotic experiments with ferrihydrite 
Fh-abio-1 2 -2.63 (0.10) -0.03 0.08 (0.03) 
Fh-abio-2 4 -2.65 (0.14) 0.13  0.04 (0.20) 
Fh-abio-3 6 -2.69 (0.10) 0.02 0.04 (0.04) 
Fh-abio-4 10 -2.12 (0.05) 0.16  0.05 (0.13) 
Fh-abio-5 19 -2.74 -0.04 -0.01 (0.07) 

 Biotic experiments with goethite 
Gt -bio-1 2 -1.09 (0.08) 0.35 (0.08) 0.04 (0.10) 
Gt -bio-1’ 2 -1.03 (0.05) 0.36 (0.09) 0.01 
Gt-bio-1” 2 -0.96 (0.04)   
Gt -bio-2 4 -0.88 (0.02) 0.65 (0.08) -0.03 
Gt -bio-2’ 4 -0.82 (0.05) 0.67 (0.02) 0.03 
Gt -bio-2” 4 -0.77 (0.06)   
Gt -bio-3 6 -0.56 (0.05) 0.76 (0.13) 0.03 
Gt -bio-3’ 6 -0.68 (0.05)  0.06 
Gt -bio-3” 6 -0.76 (0.03)   
Gt -bio-4 10 -0.31 (0.05) 0.74 (0.06) 0.04 
Gt -bio-4’ 10 -0.34 (0.14) 0.84 (0.02) 0.05 
Gt -bio-4” 10 -0.35 (0.18)   
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Sample ID Times (Days) Aqueous total Fe Extracted total Fe Residue total Fe in solids 
 

 
δ56Feaq, tot  

‰ 
δ56Feextracted  

‰ 
δ56Feresidue  

‰ 
Gt -bio-5 19 -0.16 (0.08) 0.78 (0.05) 0.00 
Gt-bio-5’ 19 -0.13 (0.11) 0.80 (0.12) 0.05 
Gt-bio-5” 19 -0.16 (0.05)   

 Abiotic experiments with goethite 
Gt-abio-1 2 -1.19 (0.11) 0.43 (0.13) -0.01 
Gt -abio-2 4 -1.28 (0.01) 0.50 (0.03) -0.01 
Gt -abio-3 6 -1.57 (.06) 0.41 0.11 
Gt -abio-4 10 -1.61 (0.01) 0.52  0.02 
Gt -abio-5 19 -1.58 (0.03) 0.61 (0.02) 0.04 

Long-term analytical precision (2SD) for δ56Fe is 0.08‰. Values within parentheses represent 2 standard deviations of the average 1439	
value of the samples that were analyzed 2-3 times. The abbreviations “Fh”, “Gt”, “bio”, and “abio” refer to ferrihydrite, goethite, 1440	
biotic, and abiotic experiments, respectively.   1441	
 1442	
 1443	
Table 5. Parameters derived from measured Fe concentrations and isotope compositions (δ56Fe) of solids, fluids, and extracted Fe 1444	
from biotic and abiotic experiments with ferrihydrite and goethite  1445	

Sample 
ID 

Time 
(Days) 

  
Aqueous 

ferrous Fe 
(Fe(II)aq) 

Reactive Fe(III) 
(Fe(III)reac) 

∆𝟓𝟔𝐅𝐞𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈𝐈)𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜!𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈)𝐚𝐪  

Fraction of reactive 
Fe(III) 

 

Fraction of 
Fe(II) 

incorporat
ed in solids 

∆𝟓𝟔𝐅𝐞𝐅𝐞𝐞𝐱𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐞𝐝!𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈)𝐚𝐪  

  
%Fe 

reduction 
Error a 

% 
δ56Fe 

‰ 
Error

b ‰ 
δ56Fe 

‰ 
Error b 

‰ 
‰ 

Error b 

‰ 
XFe(III)reac 

Error a 

‰ 
% ‰ 

Error b 

‰ 
 Biotic experiments with ferrihydrite    
Fh-bio-1 2 0.85 0.05 -2.73 0.32 0.14 0.11 2.87 0.34 0.16 0.03 3.24 2.72 0.34 
Fh-bio-1’ 2 0.97 0.05 -2.63 0.15 0.30 0.20 2.92 0.25 0.08 0.01 6.19 2.38 0.18 
Fh-bio-1” 2 0.68 0.05 -2.70 0.08          
Fh-bio-2 4 1.22 0.04 -2.46 0.25 0.47 0.25 2.93 0.35 0.06 0.01 3.70 2.51 0.31 
Fh-bio-2’ 4 1.20 0.04 -2.54 0.13 0.43 0.20 2.98 0.23 0.07 0.01 1.24 2.76 0.14 
Fh-bio-2” 4 1.36 0.07 -2.49 0.04          
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Sample 
ID 

Time 
(Days) 

  
Aqueous 

ferrous Fe 
(Fe(II)aq) 

Reactive Fe(III) 
(Fe(III)reac) 

∆𝟓𝟔𝐅𝐞𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈𝐈)𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜!𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈)𝐚𝐪  

Fraction of reactive 
Fe(III) 

 

Fraction of 
Fe(II) 

incorporat
ed in solids 

∆𝟓𝟔𝐅𝐞𝐅𝐞𝐞𝐱𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐞𝐝!𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈)𝐚𝐪  

  
%Fe 

reduction 
Error a 

% 
δ56Fe 

‰ 
Error

b ‰ 
δ56Fe 

‰ 
Error b 

‰ 
‰ 

Error b 

‰ 
XFe(III)reac 

Error a 

‰ 
% ‰ 

Error b 

‰ 
Fh-bio-3 6 2.83 0.10 -2.37 0.05 0.34 0.21 2.71 0.22 0.20 0.02 0.63 2.48 0.07 
Fh-bio-3’ 6 2.25 0.08 -2.56 0.10 0.51 0.10 3.06 0.14 0.11 0.01 1.39 2.81 0.11 
Fh-bio-3” 6 2.37 0.11 -2.53 0.02          
Fh-bio-4 10 3.40 0.13 -2.38 0.10 0.15 0.34 2.53 0.36 0.52 0.06 1.03 2.28 0.13 
Fh-bio-4’ 10 3.45 0.09 -2.30 0.07          
Fh-bio-4” 10 3.08 0.13 -2.38 0.04          
Fh-bio-5 19 6.36 0.26 -3.17 0.11          
Fh-bio-5’ 19 5.98 0.36 -2.69 0.08 0.27 0.23 2.95 0.24 0.62 0.08 0.62 2.71 0.10 
Fh-bio-5” 19 5.97 0.41 -2.84 0.08 0.39 0.16 3.23 0.18 0.45 0.06 0.68 2.98 0.11 
 Abiotic experiments with ferrihydrite    
Fh-abio-1 2 0.47 0.05 -2.63 0.10 0.14 0.20 2.77 0.22 0.09 0.01 3.17 2.60 0.13 
Fh-abio-2 4 0.53 0.07 -2.65 0.14 0.24 0.11 2.89 0.18 0.06 0.01 2.20 2.77 0.17 
Fh-abio-3 6 0.45 0.04 -2.69 0.10 0.17 0.21 2.86 0.23 0.07 0.01 2.55 2.71 0.13 
Fh-abio-4 10 0.56 0.05 -2.21 0.25 0.27 0.18 2.49 0.30 0.04 0.01 2.60 2.37 0.26 
Fh-abio-5 19 0.74 0.05 -2.74 0.10 0.22 0.17 2.96 0.20 0.09 0.01 1.84 2.70 0.13 
 Biotic experiments with goethite    
Gt -bio-1 2 0.86 0.07 -1.09 0.08 0.46 0.10 1.54 0.13 0.019 0.004 12.30 1.44 0.12 
Gt -bio-1’ 2 0.71 0.04 -1.03 0.05 0.45 0.11 1.48 0.12 0.014 0.002 14.59 1.39 0.11 
Gt-bio-1” 2 0.80 0.01 -0.96 0.04          
Gt -bio-2 4 1.15 0.05 -0.95 0.02 0.68 0.08 1.63 0.09 0.016 0.002 2.96 1.60 0.08 
Gt -bio-2’ 4 1.54 0.04 -0.83 0.05 0.75 0.02 1.58 0.05 0.016 0.002 5.07 1.50 0.05 
Gt -bio-2” 4 1.37 0.07 -0.77 0.06          
Gt -bio-3 6 2.73 0.06 -0.56 0.05 0.79 0.14 1.36 0.15 0.019 0.002 2.26 1.32 0.14 
Gt -bio-3’ 6 2.08 0.06 -0.72 0.12       2.04   
Gt -bio-3” 6 2.55 0.11 -0.76 0.03          
Gt -bio-4 10 4.80 0.19 -0.65 0.07 0.76 0.06 1.41 0.09 0.047 0.006 0.99 1.39 0.09 
Gt -bio-4’ 10 5.07 0.12 -0.34 0.14 0.86 0.02 1.20 0.14 0.023 0.009 1.12 1.18 0.14 
Gt -bio-4” 10 4.73 0.15 -0.48 0.19          
Gt -bio-5 19 9.11 0.64 -1.15 0.12 0.81 0.05 1.96 0.13 0.177 0.024 0.49 1.93 0.14 
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Sample 
ID 

Time 
(Days) 

  
Aqueous 

ferrous Fe 
(Fe(II)aq) 

Reactive Fe(III) 
(Fe(III)reac) 

∆𝟓𝟔𝐅𝐞𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈𝐈)𝐫𝐞𝐚𝐜!𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈)𝐚𝐪  

Fraction of reactive 
Fe(III) 

 

Fraction of 
Fe(II) 

incorporat
ed in solids 

∆𝟓𝟔𝐅𝐞𝐅𝐞𝐞𝐱𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐞𝐝!𝐅𝐞(𝐈𝐈)𝐚𝐪  

  
%Fe 

reduction 
Error a 

% 
δ56Fe 

‰ 
Error

b ‰ 
δ56Fe 

‰ 
Error b 

‰ 
‰ 

Error b 

‰ 
XFe(III)reac 

Error a 

‰ 
% ‰ 

Error b 

‰ 
Gt-bio-5’ 19 10.47 0.20 -1.13 0.11 0.86 0.13 1.98 0.17 0.192 0.018 0.55 1.93 0.17 
Gt-bio-5” 19 11.25 0.08 -1.10 0.05          
 Abiotic experiments with goethite    
Gt-abio-1 2 0.69 0.05 -1.19 0.11 0.45 0.14 1.64 0.18 0.018 0.003 3.17 1.62 0.18 
Gt -abio-2 4 0.82 0.06 -1.31 0.02 0.53 0.03 1.84 0.03 0.020 0.003 2.66 1.80 0.03 
Gt -abio-3 6 0.58 0.03 -1.54 0.08 0.44 0.01 2.01 0.06 0.020 0.002 3.97 1.98 0.06 
Gt -abio-4 10 0.63 0.04 -1.60 0.12 0.55 0.01 2.17 0.01 0.018 0.003 5.26 2.14 0.01 
Gt -abio-5 19 0.68 0.02 -1.58 0.15 0.65 0.03 2.23 0.04 0.016 0.001 3.10 2.19 0.04 

a Errors are represented by % error calculated by propagating the analytical error. 1446	
b Errors are represented by 2 standard deviations calculated by propagating the analytical error. 1447	
The abbreviations “Fh”, “Gt”, “bio”, and “abio” refer to ferrihydrite, goethite, biotic, and abiotic experiments, respectively.   1448	
 1449	
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